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ABSTRACT
This document presents a study of astronomical observing conditions of Hard Labor Creek
Observatory. Analysis of factors such as sky brightness, astronomical seeing, and patterns in the
level of cloudiness at the site are presented. Characteristics of the observatory's Apogee Alta
U230 camera are also measured and calculated. These characteristics include loss of linearity in
the CCD's response to light, read noise, gain, dark current, and stability in the camera's bias
levels.

The camera is also used in conjunction with the 20-inch RC Optics telescope to

determine the system's pixel scale and a set of limiting magnitudes for the Johnson-Cousins
photometric filters that are used with the camera. Observations of a transit of known transiting
exoplanet Qatar-2 b as well as observations of the open cluster Messier 29 are also performed to
demonstrate the ability of the equipment to perform precise photometric observations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hard Labor Creek Observatory (HLCO) is the observatory facility operated locally by the
Georgia State University Department of Physics and Astronomy. The primary use of the facility
until recently has been to host student and public observations. With the addition of a 20-inch
RC Optics telescope and other equipment, the possibility of using the facility for scientific
observations is being considered.
Work has already been done and reported by Benjamin Jenkins, Noel Richardson, and
others on the setup of the telescope and its use with the LHIRES III spectrograph. I will
therefore not be focusing or repeating information about turning on the telescope, aligning it, and
other initialization routines for its use. For that information I will refer interested individuals to
the Master's thesis of Mr. Benjamin Jenkins: A Study of the LHIRES III Spectrograph on the
Hard Labor Creek Observatory 20 Inch Telescope.
The focus of this work is on characterizing the observing site of HLCO, and recently
added facilities, with particular regard to the cloudiness of the site, astronomical seeing
conditions, and brightness of the sky at the site, and thus how often observations might be made
from the location and what sort of limits to those observations exist. Information will also be
reported on characterizing the new Apogee Alta U230 CCD camera and its use in conjunction
with the 20-inch RC Optics telescope. In Section 4 reports are made of the stability of the bias,
calculations of gain and read noise, flat fielding effects, and other aspects of the combined
telescope-camera system. Observations of the transit of a known exoplanet, Qatar-2 b, were also
made, and reported in Section 5, to demonstrate the capabilities of the telescope-camera system
for making precise photometric observations. As a further demonstration of the photometric
capabilities of the system, observations of the stars in the field of open cluster Messier 29 will be
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presented.

This demonstrates the multi-wavelength capabilities of the system at optical

wavelengths. Finally the Appendix will cover suggested settings and operation procedures for
making observations with the telescope and camera and their associated computer software.
The long-term goal of this effort is to provide information that will assist others to
determine what sorts of observations might be possible from HLCO with this equipment. With
the included site information, scheduling observations may also be possible in so far as at least
predicting when conditions are most likely to be favorable. Overall, the goal is to expand the
usefulness of the HLCO facility, and to provide a guide for determining reasonable limits for
what might be observed from the location and with this equipment.
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2. THE SITE
2.1 Physical Characteristics
Hard Labor Creek Observatory is located in Hard Labor Creek State Park near Rutledge,
GA. According to the U.S. Geological Survey’s website 1 the observatory is located at 33 ° 40’
16” N, 83° 35’ 38” W, and has an elevation of 219m. The observatory is 5km from Rutledge,
GA, 40km from Athens, GA, and 74km from downtown Atlanta, GA, 2 the location of the GSU
campus.
The facilities include a fenced enclosure around the main building and two auxiliary
buildings. The main building houses the two domes, the western most housing the 20-inch RC
Optics telescope. On the north side of the building are the dome housing the MTT (Multiple
Telescope Telescope) and a newer facility to house the old 16-inch Meade EMC telescope and
another telescope to be used for the public observations and perhaps secondary observations
when the main telescopes are in use for other purposes.
Trees along the fence line do become a problem for observing from the two main domes.
This is especially true from the eastern dome as it lies close to the fence line on the eastern side,
and the trees in that direction are particularly tall.

It would take the agreement of the

management of the Hard Labor Creek State Park to allow them to be trimmed or removed
however, so this difficulty may be outside the realm of remedy. Some may question that the
trees are useful for shielding the site from outside lights. The size of the park and distance from
major sources of light make it unlikely that the removal of the trees would increase the sky
brightness of the site. To the west the problems with trees obstructing the sky are lessened by the
1 U.S. Geological Survey website: http://www.usgs.gov/
2 Distances calculated using the NOAA Latitude/Longitude Distance Calculator:
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/gccalc.shtml
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fact that the ground slopes down on that side of the facility, which puts the trees at a lower level
than the observatory from the start.
2.2 Observing Characteristics
2.2.1 Sky Brightness
The sky brightness for the HLCO location can be empirically determined by referring to
images such as Figure 2.1.3 This figure shows a cropped version of an image made from satellite
monitoring of artificial night sky brightness. The image is approximately 480km x 480km and is
annotated to show the location of HLCO and the identity of some of the brighter locations. The
colors and contours of the map represent levels of sky brightness. Table 2.1 gives a description
of the various colors and their meanings. From this image it can be seen that HLCO is located in
one of the darker sky locations possible in Georgia while remaining within 100km of Atlanta.
Table 2.1: Colors Used in Sky Brightness Map4
Color
Sky Brightness

Bortle Scale

V-mag./sq. arcsecond
Blue

21.89 to 21.69

3

Green

21.69 to 21.25

4

Yellow

21.25 to 20.49

4.5

Orange

20.49 to 19.50

5

Red

19.50 to 18.38

6 or 7

White

<18.38

8 or 9

The Bortle scale is a rating system proposed by John Bortle (2001) as a means of
reporting sky brightness. The ranks sky brightness on a numeric scale of 1 to 9 based on the
visibility of phenomena and objects such as gegenschein, zodiacal light, Messier 33, Messier 4,
and Messier 5. From Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1, the skies at HLCO rate a 4 on the Bortle scale
3 Uncropped image can be found at http://www.inquinamentoluminoso.it/worldatlas/pages/fig2.htm. The
uncropped image shows the entirety of the North American continent.
4 http://www.cleardarksky.com/lp/UGrgObGAlp.html?Mn=great red spot
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Figure 2.1: An image generated from satellite measurements of sky brightness.
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which is classed as a “Rural/Suburban Transition” sky. The characteristics of such a sky include
a visible Milky Way, lacking in all but the most obvious structure and a naked eye limiting
magnitude of about 6.
2.2.2 Cloud Cover
Since observations in visible wavelengths cannot be made through clouds, some idea of
how often it is cloudy, and if certain times are more cloudy or less cloudy, is useful. There has
been no long term weather monitoring campaign at HLCO, therefore weather data from Athens,
GA was used for this determination. The Washington Post reports average weather statistics for
several cities, including Athens, GA, on its website. 5 On this site are reported averages from data
collected by the National Weather Service, and include such things as average temperatures, high
and low temperatures, average precipitation and snowfall, and average numbers of cloudy, clear,
and partly cloudy days.
The information reported on this site shows that HLCO can generally expect 147 cloudy
days, 106 partly cloudy days, and 113 clear days each year. Averages are further broken down to
a number of days each month that could be expected to be cloudy, partly cloudy, or clear.
Looking at these numbers, the cloudiest months should be January, February, and December; all
three have a mean of 15 cloudy days. Similarly the months with the highest number of clear
days are October and November with 14 and 12 clear days respectively. As for the partly cloudy
days, there is no indication made as to what the designation means (just how cloudy is “partly
cloudy”), but if absolutely clear conditions are needed for planned observations, then June, July,
and August would seem to be the poorest months for planning to observe.

5 http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/weather/longterm/historical/data/athens_ga.htm
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The above gives general information about the weather conditions that can be expected,
but little real predictive ability. For this reason a site that acquired long term data for the area
was found. Using WebMET.com, a weather and climate data archiving site, Weather Bureau
Army Navy (WBAN) Station #138736 located at Athens Municipal Airport (Ben Epps Airport)
was chosen. This station is only 40km from HLCO. The station stopped collecting data in 1990,
but from 1961 to 1990 it collected weather data on an hourly basis. The data monitored includes
measurements of temperature, solar irradiance, wind speed, precipitation, and opaque and total
cloud coverage.
Since the data were taken on an hourly basis, it could be used to specifically focus in on
conditions at night. Looking at the solar irradiance data, there is a period of nine hours where the
irradiance is zero throughout the year. This establishes an “observing night” from 2100 to 0500
local time. Twilight conditions will make a few hours of this time unusable during summer
months, but this time period allowed for a consistent time frame with which to make a
comparison for all days of the year. Leap Year Days were excluded since they only occur in onefourth of the years.
Once these hourly data were limited to only the hours of the observing night, the opaque
cloud cover was chosen for analysis. The opaque cloud cover data was chosen over the total
cloud cover because “total” could include hazy, wispy clouds through which differential
photometry and imaging can still be done. Thus the stricter criterion of an occluded sky implied
by the term opaque was chosen to be more representative of when observations could not be
made.

6 http://www.webmet.com/State_pages/SAMSON/13873_sam.htm for the exact data site.
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Quantitative analysis was possible because the cloudiness level for the hour was rated on
a scale from 0, representing completely clear, to 10, representing completely clouded over.
Having worked with Air Traffic control, the author knows that modern measurements of this
rating are taken using an all sky camera and computer analysis of the amount of cloud cover.
Considering that the data from WBAN #13873 predates such computer analysis, this
measurement would have been done by a trained observer.
Analysis of the data was done by calculating the mean of the cloudiness number for each
day over the available years. This is not a percentage chance for the sky to be cloudy, but an
indicator of how cloudy that particular night is on average. For example on September 28 (Day
100), the cloudiness rating is 4.4. This means that on average approximately 44% of the sky will
be cloudy on that night. This produces the non-surprising result that there is no single night that
can be said to be either completely clear or completely overcast at the site on any given night or
set of nights. As Figure 2.2 illustrates though, there is still ability to make predictions about
better times to schedule observations. The first day of the graph in Figure 2.2 is June 21, the
Summer Solstice. It is clear that most of the year is fairly uniform, but there are two notable
features visible. The first is a cloudiness peak around Day 194 (December 31). The entirety of
the peak covers from late November through January. This time frame would therefore be the
worst time for trying to schedule observations at HLCO.
Another feature is the deep lull in cloudiness that can be seen from around August 14
(Day 55) until about November 15 (Day 147). This period of time tends to be less cloudy than
any other time of year. There is a brief spike from September 16 (Day 88) to September 30 (Day
102), and this does not appear to be due to a few unusually cloudy years. It is a genuine feature

9

Figure 2.2: Figure 2.2: Average opaque cloudiness versus day of the year, starting with June 21, obtained from WBAN #13873 for the
years 1961 to 1990. A mean cloudiness number was calculated for each night. The data for this graph were then further smoothed by
averaging each night's value with the values for the preceding night and the following night. The error bars reflect an RMS error in
the data values.
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of the weather in the area, and appears to coincide with the peak of the tropical storm season. 7
The rest of the year appears to scatter about the mean cloud cover level of 4.05.
The data were also analyzed to determine the percentage of years when each day was
either completely clear or completely cloudy. Figure 2.3 shows the percentage of the time that
each day of the year is completely clear and Figure 2.4 shows the percentage of the time that
each day of the year is completely cloudy. As with Figure 2.2, the plots start with June 21. In
both graphs the trend line marks a moving average of three points from the data set, and was
added to more readily show the trends in the set.
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show many of the same features as Figure 2.2.

The highest

probability of a completely clear day is found during the Fall months, and the highest chance for
completely cloudy day is found during the Winter. It is interesting though that the Winter peak in
cloudiness does not bring with it a lower chance of a completely clear day, nor does the Fall lull
in cloudiness indicate a decrease in the chance of a completely cloudy day. An overview of the
mean number of completely clear, completely cloudy, and a mean cloudiness level for each
month for the years of the data set is given in Table 2.2.

7 http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/climo/
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Figure 2.3: Percent chance that a particular day was completely clear over the thirty-one year data set.
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Figure 2.4: Percent chance that a particular day was completely cloudy over the thirty-one year data set.
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Table 2.2: Monthly Mean Cloudiness Condition Numbers
Month
Mean Cloudiness
Days Clear

Days Cloudy

January

4.92

8

8

February

4.23

9

6

March

4.44

9

6

April

3.70

10

4

May

4.05

8

4

June

3.87

7

3

July

4.10

5

3

August

3.81

7

3

September

3.92

9

5

October

3.01

13

4

November

3.91

11

6

December

4.63

9

8

The net result is that fall is the best time for scheduling important observations at HLCO,
and the winter months of December, January, and February are the worst. At other times of the
year, an observer at HLCO will likely have to rely on a short range local weather forecast.
2.2.3 Seeing
Another important observing characteristic of any observing site is astronomical seeing, a
measure of the amount of image smearing caused by the atmosphere. Without this distortion the
theoretical limit of resolution, using the Rayleigh criterion; is:
R≈

1.22 
d

where λ is wavelength in meters and d is aperture in meters. For a 0.508m aperture telescope at
500nm,

R=1.20×10−6≈0.248arcseconds . At any terrestrial site the actual resolution limit

will be worse than this theoretical limit due to atmospheric distortion, and astronomical seeing is
a means of measuring the resolution limit based on the current atmospheric conditions.
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Seeing for HLCO was determined through a simple method. After determining a pixel
scale (discussed in Section 4.1), images of Messier 29 were used to obtain the point spread
function (PSF) for several stars across the field. A star's PSF is the star's measurable profile on
the image. It can be affected by many things including poor focus, optical distortions, and
seeing. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the star's PSF gives a measure of the
number of pixels over which the star's image is spread. Combined with the pixel scale, this gives
a measure of the seeing for the site in arcseconds.
The images used were 5-second exposures. Three images were taken through each of the
five Johnson-Cousins filters. For each filter the FWHM of the PSF of three stars on each image
were measured using the IRAF imexam routine and a radial plot of each star. Figure 2.5 shows
the radial plot of a star visible in one of the V band images. For the three images through each
filter, the same three stars were used. All three stars were chosen to be in the center of the image
to avoid some types of optical distortion.
The values of the FWHM in pixels were then averaged. Table 2.3 gives the results of
these averages along with the associated standard deviations. Table 2.3 also lists the width of
these profiles in arcseconds, calculated by multiplying the FWHM in arcseconds by the value of
the pixel scale of the system given in Section 4.2.
Table 2.3: Values of the Mean FWHM of Stars Through Five Photometric Filters
Filter
Mean FWHM
Std. Dev.
Seeing
Std. Dev.
Pixels

Pixels

Arcseconds

Arcseconds

U

2.86

0.247

2.12

0.18

B

3.39

0.269

2.52

0.2

V

2.76

0.187

2.05

0.14

R

2.51

0.241

1.86

0.18

I

2.34

0.177

1.74

0.13
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Figure 2.5: Radial plot of one of the brighter stars in a V band image of Messier 29. The FWHM
of this star was 2.76 using an aperture with a radius of 8 pixels.
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3. THE EQUIPMENT
3.1 The Telescope
The current main telescope and HLCO is a RC Optics 20-inch (0.508m) aperture RitcheyChrétien. It is an f/8.1 system giving a focal length of 4.11m. The telescope is mounted on an
Astro-Physics 3600GTOPE German equatorial mount that was polar aligned by Nic Scott and
Benjamin Jenkins, with follow-up adjustments made by Nic Scott. A 120mm apochromatic
refractor from Orion Telescopes and Binoculars can be used as a guide scope. Figure 3.1 shows
the 20-inch telescope and the 120mm refractor with the Apogee Alta U230 camera attached to
the rear of the main telescope.
An important consideration for any telescope mounting system is its tracking ability.
Errors in tracking result in distorted images for long exposures. As an illustration of the image
quality that can be achieved over long duration exposures, two targets were chosen. One was
imaged without the use of an autoguider, and the other was imaged with the use of an autoguider.
At this point it was known that further adjustments would be made to the telescope and mount,
so the analysis was made on a purely qualitative basis. Qualitatively a distorted image was
considered to be one where stars in the image were twice as long as they were wide.
Figure 3.2 is an image of Messier 61 (NGC 4303) taken on January 29, 2012 at 0711 UT
without the use of an autoguider.

It is a 60-second image taken with no filter, and an

approximate airmass of 1.4. The stars are noticeably elongated as is the central region of the
galaxy. This is one of twenty-two images taken. While some did show less distortion, they all
show elongated stars. This suggests exposure times of 30-seconds as the non-distorted image
limit for the telescope and mount, without using an autoguider.
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Figure 3.1: 20-inch RC Optics telescope with 120mm apochromatic Orion Telescopes and Binoculars refractor mounted to its top.
The Apogee Alta U230 camera is attached to the back of the 20-inch telescope.
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Figure 3.2: A 60-second exposure of Messier 61 taken with no filter using the 20-inch RC Optics
telescope and the Apogee Alta U230 camera with 1x1 binning. The distorted images are due to
tracking errors.
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Autoguiding involves the use of a second camera, and in the case of the HLCO system a
second telescope in order to make corrections to the tracking of the telescope's mount. It is
accomplished by selecting a suitable star with the second camera and using computer control
software to keep the selected star on a specified set of pixels. The second camera used for
autoguiding at HLCO is a SBIG STV. This is a self-contained system with one of its primary
design functions being use as an autoguider. The guide scope is mounted in fixed rings which
allow for no adjustment of the telescope's pointing. It is also not aligned to the same portion of
the sky as the main telescope. Even without being able to adjust the guide scope's pointing, there
was little difficulty in finding a suitable guide star, though one occasion did arise where an
exposure of 5-seconds was needed in order to get a suitable intensity level for the chosen guide
star. The field of view for this autoguiding setup is approximately 18.0 arcminutes x 13.8
arcminutes.
The minimum brightness of a guide star is dependent on many factors. If the star is too
bright in the autoguider image, the centroid point that the autoguider is guiding to can shift about
within the star's Airy disc, and corrections are being made due to these shifts as opposed to errors
in tracking. The chosen guide star should be bright enough in the guide exposure to be at least
3σ above the background level. For this autoguiding system, this usually means a brightness of
at least 1000 counts, which is indicated on the STV's display. A final consideration is that an
autoguider exposure should be no shorter than 0.5-second and no longer than approximately 6seconds. A shorter exposure results in corrections that are too aggressive (over-correction) and
longer indicates a guide star that is simply too faint. Since the autoguider only corrects for
tracking errors after each exposure, a longer autoguider exposure also means noticeable errors
could be being introduced before a correction is made.
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Figure 3.3 is an example of an image taken while using the SBIG STV as an autoguider.
It is a 310-second exposure of Messier 65 through a Johnson-Cousins B photometric filter taken
on May 1, 2011 at 0448 UT with 2x2 pixel binning. This is the longest exposure that was
attempted, and the stars show relatively little distortion in shape. As a note, the small flecks
scattered over the image are not stars. This speckling occurred in all images taken on this night,
regardless of the filter being used, and the location of this noise varied from image to image.
The quantity of “speckling” did vary with exposure length, being worse for longer exposures
than for shorter. This noise disappeared from images taken later on the same night (May 1,
2011), and has not been observed again.
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Figure 3.3: This is a 310-second exposure of Messier 65 through the B Johnson-Cousins filter
on the Apogee Alta U230 camera. An SBIG STV camera and Orion Telescopes and Binoculars
120mm apochromatic refractor were used to guide the telescope for the exposure. The speckles
in this image are not stars. They are due to some unknown source of noise.
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3.2 The Camera
The camera used in this study was an Apogee Alta U230. It contains a back-thinned e2v
CCD230-42 chip with 15-micron pixels in a 2048x2048 (30.7cm x 30.7cm) array. It uses the
optional D09 high cooling capacity housing which can lower the CCD's temperature 60-65ºC
below ambient temperature according to the factory specifications.

Table 3.1 gives other

characteristics as reported by the manufacturer and as measured in this study. Figure 3.4 shows
the manufacturer's report of the CCD's sensitivity. 8 Characteristics such as bias level, dark
current, gain, and read noise were tested and and are described in Section 4.

8 From the manufacturer's product web page for the Alta U230 camera: http://www.ccd.com/alta_u230.html
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of the Apogee Alta U230 Camera
Characteristic
Manufacturer's Value
Pixel Array

2048x2048 (30.7cm x 30.7cm)

Pixel Size

15 microns

Field of View (with 20-inch
Telescope)
Linear Full Well

Measured Value

~25.3arcminutes
arcminutes*
150,000 electrons (typical)

Gain

2.480*

Loss of Linearity

61,000 ADU counts*

Dynamic Range

85dB

QE at 400nm

55%

Peak QE @ 720nm

96%

Maximum Cable Length

5m between hubs with 5 hubs
maximum

Digital Resolution

16 bits @ 700kHz; 12 bit @
2MHz

System Noise

12 e- RMS (typical)

Binning Modes

1x1 to 8x2048

Exposure Time

30ms to 10980s in 2.56μs
intervals

Dark Current

0.1 e-/pixel/s

Temperature Stability

+/- 0.1ºC

Operating Environment

-22 to 27ºC with 10% to 90%
humidity
Values with a “*” behind them are those obtained in this study.

11.82 e- RMS*

0.0683 e-/pixel/s*

x

25.3
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Figure 3.4: Wavelength response for the e2v CCD230-42 back-thinned chip as reported
by the manufacturer.
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A seven-position filter wheel, an Apogee AFW50-7S, is attached to the camera. The filter
wheel uses square 50mm, unmounted filters. The filters currently used in the filter wheel are a
set of U, B, V, RC, IC, Johnson-Cousins broadband photometric filters. They are only loosely
held in place by two circular plastic washers on opposite sides of the square slot for the filter.
Care should therefore be exercised in carrying or setting the camera down. It may be possible
for the filters to come loose within the wheel or be jostled out of position in their slot. The filter
wheel adds approximately 1.6kg of mass to the camera and a fair amount of bulk since it extends
beyond the 7-inch square housing of the camera body.
It should therefore be noted that the Apogee Alta U230 camera comes with the choice of
three different housings: the D07 (for cooling to 45C below ambient), the D09 high cooling (for
cooling to 60-65C below ambient), and the D11 low profile (contains no internal shutter). The
model used at HLCO has the D09 high cooling housing which gives the camera a mass of 3.3kg.
This is not an insubstantial mass, especially given the height of the telescope and the added mass
and bulk of the filter wheel (bringing the total mass to about 5kg). Great care should be taken
when mounting or unmounting the camera. For safety of both the user and the camera itself, it
should be mounted or unmounted only with two people present.

If the camera does not

immediately thread onto the telescope's adapter coupling, or if its mass comes free when it is
being removed, it can be a surprise when one is working with extended arms and at shoulder
height or above.
3.3 The Computer and Software
The computer used at HLCO is a Dell Optiplex 755 computer running 64-bit Windows
XP. The processor is an Intel Core 2 Duo E8500 operating at 3.16 GHz. It has 3.25GB of RAM
and a 500GB hard drive. The system has two monitors which makes things more convenient
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because of the number of programs that must be open to operate the telescope and the camera.
The main programs needed are MaxIm DL with its associated control windows and TheSky 6.
There are also programs from RC Optic for controlling the telescope fans and focusing.
3.3.1 MaxIm DL
MaxIm DL is a software package that is produced by Cyanogen Imaging Products, a
division of Diffraction Limited. The version purchased for HLCO also comes with MaxPoint, a
mount modeling program for improving the pointing accuracy. MaxIm DL is the resource which
controls the cameras attached to the telescope, the filter wheel, and allows for much image
manipulation and calibration.
At HLCO the primary use is control of the camera and filter wheel. The program itself
can control a wide variety of cameras including most of the common models of DSLR cameras
(Nikon, Canon, etc.) The interface is controlled through the use of several menus and system
control windows. The main windows of interest for camera control are the Stretch Window and
the Camera Control Window.
There are three tabs on the Camera Control Window. When this window opens, it will
automatically open to the Setup tab, where the camera and filter wheel are turned on and
initialized to the system. It is also the tab used to turn on the camera's cooling, the cooling set
point, and to establish which filters are in which position in the filter wheel. Also of note is that
a second camera can be initialized as well. Typically this is where a guide camera would be set
up and initialized. More about the Camera Control window will be discussed in the Appendix.
The Screen Stretch window allows for easy access to an image's “stretch” as the name
implies. Stretch is a term that refers to how the various intensity levels recorded in a FITS image
are binned for display on the screen. Although the screen can only display 256 intensity levels,
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the camera's CCD can record thousands of intensity levels. How these levels are binned can
make a great deal of difference in what is visible in an image and what is not. Figure 3.5 shows
two views of the same image, but with different settings on the stretch.
The reason that this issue with the stretch is important is that this setting may need to be
adjusted simply to see if the desired target is actually in the field of view. For instance, if
someone were trying to image the Eagle Nebula and had the stretch set as it is for the version on
the right side of Figure 3.5, it is unlikely that they would know that it was in the field unless they
recognized the cluster of stars there. Before giving up or deciding the telescope is off target, it
may be advisable to change the stretch settings to verify this before moving on. The default
stretch setting in the window is labeled “medium” in the drop down menu in the stretch window.
MaxIm DL can also be used to calibrate images, stack images using several algorithms,
and to convert images to color, do astrometric measurements, and differential photometry. Most
of these procedures are of a “black box” variety, and so of limited usefulness in scientific
evaluations. Its ability to calibrate images may prove useful however, as these routines are
simple image arithmetic.

Considering how easy it is to enter a set of calibration frames,

establish a script for calibrating images, and then enter a list of files to calibrate, some observers
may find it useful to use MaxIm's calibration routine.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of two versions of the same image with different settings for the stretch. The “screen stretch” window
between the two is showing the binning of the intensity levels for the version on the right. It is a linear “stretch” between the
minimum level, 0 counts, and the maximum level, 57,840 counts. The red triangle in this window shows where the black level is set.
All intensity levels to its left in the histogram are defaulted as "black". The green triangle shows where the white level is set. Any
intensity levels to the right of the green triangle on the histogram are set as "white."
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3.3.2 TheSky 6
Just as MaxIm DL is used to control the camera systems, TheSky 6 by Software Bisque is
used to control the telescope. TheSky 6 is an example of a planetarium program. The working
display is a screen showing the night sky for the observing site. This display can be adjusted to
show stick diagrams of constellations, full pictures of the constellations, horizon or right
ascension and declination based reference lines, other reference lines (galactic equator, ecliptic,
etc.), variable stars, binary stars, and other common objects, including some of their names.
Figure 3.6 is a screen capture of TheSky 6's display. In this image the display is set to show
constellation stick drawings, boundaries, and names, the names of named bright stars, and the
names of notable objects such as Messier objects. The catalogs it uses for its star database
include Bayer, Durchmusterung (DM), Flamsteed, General Catalog of Variable Stars (GCVS),
Guide Star Catalog (GSC), Henry Draper (HD), New Catalog of Suspected Variables (NSV),
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO), Struve Double Star (STRUVE), and Washington
Double Star. TheSky also has the capability for a user to add catalogs or user defined objects to
its database.
When TheSky is connected to the telescope, a cross-hair reticule will appear in the
display, indicating where the telescope is currently pointing. To move the telescope to a different
object requires either moving the cursor to that object and clicking, then telling the telescope to
slew to that object via that button, or by clicking on the binocular icon on the tool bar (the Find
button) and entering the name of the object to be observed. The format TheSky uses for some
catalog designations is different than the format used by SIMBAD. For example SIMBAD gives
the GSC designation for a star as GSC 00246-01238. In TheSky this identifier would be entered
as GSC 246:1238. TheSky can also move the telescope to specified right ascension and
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Figure 3.6: TheSky 6 showing the program's view of the North sky on January 6, 2012 at 0300 UT.
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declination coordinates if no cataloged object is in the desired field. The telescope can also be
moved manually. This is done with the Motion Controls menu under the Telescope drop down
on the toolbar (alt+M).
Another feature of TheSky is that field of view indicators can be set so that an
approximate indication of the field of view for the camera and telescope can be seen without
necessarily taking an image. This field of view can also be rotated which can help in identifying
a star field from an image. This is done by going to the Field of View menu under the View drop
down on the toolbar (ctrl+shift+F).
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4 TELESCOPE-CAMERA SYSTEM ANALYSIS
In this section empirical measurements of characteristics of the camera-telescope system
as configured at HLCO will be discussed. These include the pixel (or plate) scale, the linearity
of the CCD's response to illumination, stability of bias frames, dark current, flat fielding
strategies, gain and read noise, and limiting magnitudes of the system.
4.1 Observations
The analysis is based on data taken on July 22, 2011 and January 5, 2012. For both sets
of observations the camera's temperature set point was -25C. All data were taken with the
camera's pixels unbinned (1x1 binning). The camera's readout bit size was set for 16-bits, giving
a digital range of zero to 65535, analog-to-digital, for pixel values in the output images.
Images of the open cluster Messier 29 (NGC 6913) were used in determining the pixel
scale and limiting magnitudes. All of these images were taken on July 22, 2011 with no clouds
visible. Observations began at 0222 UT (July 23), approximately two hours after sunset for that
date.

The Moon was in its waning quarter phase and had not risen by the end of the

observations.
4.2 Pixel Scale
Determining the pixel scale, expressed in arcseconds per pixel, of the Apogee Alta
camera and the 20” RC telescope was done using an image of Messier 29. TheSky 6 was used to
get approximate coordinates for 49 relatively bright stars, spread over the entire field of view,
and none had obvious close companions. The SIMBAD database was then used to obtain more
accurate coordinates for these stars. The coordinates from SIMBAD used were the ICRS J2000
and were referenced to the catalog indicated in the particular star's name – The Tycho-2
Catalogue for TYC designations, The Guide Star Catalog for GSC designations, and the 2MASS
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All Sky Catalog of Point Sources for 2MASS designations. Proper motions were not taken into
consideration. Table 4.1 gives the name and coordinates for each of the stars and Figure 4.1 is an
annotated image of Messier 29 showing where each of the 49 chosen stars are located in the
field.
Table 4.1: Stars Used for Pixel Scale Determination
Number
Designation

Right Ascension

Declination

1

TYC 3152-1235-1

20h 24m 55.181s

38º 33' 27.280”

2

TYC 3152-1019-1

20h 24m 26.017s

38º 35' 26.017”

3

GSC 03152-02072

20h 24m 20.770s

38º 39' 46.300”

4

GSC 03152-02000

20h 24m 24.833s

38º 40' 25.380”

5

GSC 03152-01089

20h 24m 23.250s

38º 40' 55.600”

6

GSC 03152-01071

20h 24m 39.990s

38º 36' 46.600”

7

GSC 03152-01137

20h 23m 58.950s

38º 33' 36.060”

8

GSC 03152-01309

20h 23m 59.550s

38º 31' 47.960”

9

GSC 03152-02031

20h 24m 3.277s

38º 36' 4.320”

10

GSC 03152-01367

20h 23m 46.243s

38º 31' 16.540”

11

GSC 03152-01453

20h 23m 26.053s

38º 36' 14.410”

12

GSC 03152-2024

20h 23m 46.324s

38º 34' 39.830”

13

GSC 03152-1185

20h 23m 22.776s

38º 33' 5.240”

14

GSC 03152-01341

20h 22m 56.920s

38º 36' 17.580”

15

GSC 03152-01107

20h 23m 0.344s

38º 37' 26.420”

16

GSC 03152-01317

20h 22m 43.890s

38º 38' 11.400”

17

GSC 03152-01401

20h 23m 57.503s

38º 30' 34.760”

18

GSC 03152-00522

20h 23m 55.082s

38º 29' 8.080”

19

GSC 03152-00160

20h 24m 1.610s

38º 29' 14.800”

20

GSC 03152-02047

20h 24m 3.206s

38º 28' 16.240”

21

GSC 03152-01467

20h 24m 17.241s

38º 31' 13.780”

22

GSC 03152-00236

20h 24m 25.227s

38º 29' 6.870”

23

GSC 03152-01239

20h 24m 22.731s

38º 33' 22.770”

24

GSC 03152-00606

20h 24m 36.192s

38º 26' 35.070

25

2MASS J20250860+3821203

20h 25m 8.570s

38º 21' 20.500”
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26

GSC 03152-00030

20h 24m 13.339s

38º 25' 48.280”

27

GSC 03152-00054

20h 23m 58.726s

38º 25' 57.270”

28

GSC 03152-01873

20h 24m 3.572s

38º 24' 10.050”

29

GSC 03152-00682

20h 24m 20.147s

38º 18' 18.530”

30

TYC 3152-146-1

20h 24m 9.876s

38º 19' 40.000”

31

TYC 3152-1104-1

20h 23m 59.557s

38º 19' 30.610”

32

GSC 03152-01915

20h 23m 50.834s

38º 28' 17.620”

33

GSC 03152-00306

20h 23m 45.440s

38º 28' 34.980”

34

TYC 3152-676-1

20h 23m 42.837s

38º 28' 33.310”

35

TYC 3152-1046-1

20h 23m 51.124s

38º 17' 20.610”

36

TYC 3152-590-1

20h 23m 56.946s

38º 16' 22.960”

37

GSC 03152-00016

20h 23m 49.630s

38º 21' 29.600”

38

GSC 03152-00710

20h 23m 43.070s

38º 20' 20.700”

39

GSC 03152-00974

20h 23m 39.251s

38º 25' 16.480”

40

GSC 03152-01112

20h 23m 33.736s

38º 27' 30.500”

41

2MASS J20230453+3823599

20h 23m 4.540s

38º 24' 0.000”

42

GSC 03152-00832

20h 22m 59.845s

38º 25' 42.230”

43

TYC 3152-450-1

20h 23m 4.700s

38º 26' 57.500”

44

TYC 3152-184-1

20h 23m 27.849s

38º 29' 0.710”

45

2MASS J20231648+3827539

20h 23m 16.490s

38º 27' 54.000”

46

GSC 03152-00866

20h 22m 56.710s

38º 29' 3.200”

47

TYC 3152-1465-1

20h 22m 59.550s

38º 30' 0.000”

48

TYC 3152-1209-1

20h 23m 4.682s

38º 32' 36.480”

49

GSC 03152-01195

20h 22m 42.320s

38º 35' 24.100”
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Figure 4.1: Annotated image of open cluster Messier 29 showing the positions of the 49 stars that
were used in determining the pixel scale of the Apogee Alta U230 camera in conjunction with the
20-inch RC Optics telescope. The image was taken at HLCO through a Johnson-Cousins V filter
on July 23, 2011 at 0225 UT.
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The next step was to determine the pixel location of each of the 49 stars. For this reason
care was taken so that none of the 49 stars chosen were saturated or close to saturation. The
IRAF routine daofind was then used to find the location of the centroid of each of the stars,
which was then taken as the x, y coordinates of the star in the image.
Stars were grouped into sets of seven allowing for

n n−1
=21 comparisons
2

between stars in each group. These groups were chosen arbitrarily from the list of 49 without
regard to using all 49. The criteria used in choosing stars from the list for the groups of seven
stars is described below.

In each case the angular separation between pairs of stars was

determined using the formula:
cos ( a ) = sin ( d1 ) sin ( d 2 ) + cos ( d1 ) cos ( d 2 ) cos ( R1 − R2 )
where a is the angular separation, d1 and d2 are the declinations of the two stars, and R1 and R2
are the right ascensions. A pixel distance was also determined for each pair using the basic
geometric distance formula:
s=  x 1− x 22  y 1− y 2 2

where s is the distance in pixels between the centroids of the two stars and x and y are the x, y
coordinates of the centroids of the two stars.
To avoid the effects of any edge distortions that might be present, the first five groups of
seven stars were chosen from the central region - a square 800 pixels on a side and centered on
pixel (1024,1024) - of the image. For each group a plot was made of angular separation versus
pixel distance, and a best fit to the linear trend was determined using the method of linear
regression. The slope of the regression line is the pixel scale in arcseconds per pixel. An
example of one such plot is shown in Figure 4.2. With five groups, five independent plots were
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Figure 4.2: An example of one of the five plots used to determine the pixel scale for the 20-inch
RC Optics telescope and Apogee Alta U230 camera system used at HLCO.
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constructed. From these plots the mean value for the pixel scale in the central region of the CCD
is 0.743 arcseconds/pixel with a standard deviation of 0.008 arcseconds/pixel.
This average value can be compared to the theoretical value obtained using the equation
P=

206265×
1000× f

where μ is pixel size in microns and f is the focal length of the telescope in millimeters. From
this calculation the pixel scale should be 0.752 arcseconds/pixel. For the central region of the
image then, the pixel scale is within 1.1% of the expected value.
To test for distortions in the image, five groups of seven stars were chosen so that four
stars where again in the central region of the image as designated by the 800x800 pixel block
centered on the center pixel of the image and the remaining three stars in the group were from
stars outside of this central region. Another four groups of seven stars were chosen so that all of
the stars were outside of the designated central region, but still within 600 pixels of each other.
Using the same methods as described above, the mean pixel scale determined for the five
groups where stars came from the center and from more distant stars was found to be 0.697
arcseconds/pixel with a standard deviation of 0.009 arcseconds/pixel. For the four groups where
all of the stars were from the same region on the edge of the field, the mean scale was found to
be 0.686 arcseconds/pixel with a standard deviation of 0.073 arcseconds/pixel. Tables 4.2, 4.3,
and 4.4 list the results for the plots of all groups.
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Table 4.2: Fit Results for Groups From Central Square of 800 x 800 Pixels
Group
Calculated Pixel Scale (arcseconds/pixel)
1

0.749

2

0.751

3

0.741

4

0.745

5

0.730

Table 4.3: Fit Results for Groups With 4 Stars From Center and 3 From Edges
Group
Calculated Pixel Scale (arcseconds/pixel)
1

0.704

2

0.704

3

0.699

4

0.682

5

0.696

Table 4.4: Fit Results for Groups With All Stars From Outside Center 800 x 800 Pixels
Group
Calculated Pixel Scale (arcseconds/pixel)
1

0.656

2

0.604

3

0.707

4

0.775

From these values it is apparent that the entire field of the image is not flat and does
suffer from some distortion on the edges of the field. The particular type of distortion exhibited
by this system is called “barrel distortion.” Barrel distortion occurs when the pixel scale of an
image decreases away from the center. Visually it causes the center of an image to seem to bulge
out at the observer. Figure 4.3 shows a diagram of what happens to a set of parallel lines under
barrel distortion.
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Figure 4.3: Parallel lines under the effects of barrel distortion.
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4.3 Flat Fields
Flat fields are a type of calibration frame used to normalize the sensitivity of the pixels in
a CCD. It is created by evenly illuminating the CCD, thereby testing the response of each pixel
in the array. A raw light image of the celestial object can then be divided by this flat field on a
pixel by pixel basis to normalize the response of all the pixels in the image.
Typically there are two methods of obtaining flat fields at HLCO. These methods are that
of sky flats taken either at dusk or dawn, or dome flats where the interior of the dome is
illuminated by use of either a projector or the dome's own interior lighting. Both methods have
their benefits, and both have their issues. These will be discussed further in Sections 4.3.1 and
4.3.2. An issue common to both however involves the camera's shutter.
Due to the camera's sensitivity, extremely short exposures of bright objects must be used
to avoid saturating the pixels or at least entering the non-linear regime of the CCD. The
difficulty here is the camera body's shutter. The camera body uses a Melles Griot electronic
shutter. From information provided by the manufacturer of the shutter, it has a typical maximum
reaction speed of 0.0333-second. Any exposure, flat field or otherwise, thus shows effects of the
opening and closing of this shutter if their exposure times are not significantly longer than this
shutter speed as illustrated in Figure 4.4.
Because of this issue with the shutter, any source of illumination used in making flat
fields must be of low enough intensity so as to allow for exposures to be at least three to four
seconds in length. This limits the effective time for taking sky flats to a point during dusk or
dawn when the light levels are low enough, but they will also be changing very rapidly.
Conversely, the dome's interior lights must be tuned to a very low level, at which point their
spectral response deviates strongly from that of white light.
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Figure 4.4: Flat field taken on February 13, 2011. The exposure length was 80ms, and
clearly shows the effects of the opening and closing of the electronic shutter over the
CCD.
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Another issue that was found to be present no matter how flat fields are taken, dome or
sky, was that of a repeating pattern that appeared on the flat fields. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are two
different flats that show this pattern. The binning in these images is shifted to emphasize the
pattern. There is only a 3% difference in the count level between the brightest parts of the
pattern in each block and the darkest. The effect is most noticeable with the U and B filters, but
is present with all filters. Since the pattern appears in both dome and sky flats, it is not an
artifact of some pattern on the dome. In order to check this though, the telescope position was
changed when making dome flats to verify that the pattern did not change due to some aspect of
the dome itself; the pattern was present regardless of telescope position. Apogee technical
support was consulted on the matter and it was found that the pattern is indeed an artifact of the
CCD's manufacture. A p+ layer is added to the silicon and activated via a raster laser. The
activation process is non-uniform, and so the pattern itself is non-uniform. It is most prominent
at shorter wavelengths where the photons are absorbed in the first micron of the CCD's surface.
4.3.1 Dome Flats
The typical procedure at HLCO for taking dome flats is to use an overhead projector
aimed at a different portion of the dome from where the telescope is pointed. In taking flat fields
with the 20-inch telescope and Alta U230, however, the projector is simply too bright. Even
through the U filter the exposures had to be so short that the effects of the opening and closing of
the shutter are unavoidable. For this reason the dome lights were instead used. With the dimmer
switch dialed down to near its minimum setting, even a flat taken with no filter took 10-seconds
of exposure time, which avoided the shutter effects. The regular pattern mentioned above is also
less apparent with the longer exposure time as can be seen in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.5: A flat taken through the U-band
filter and using dome illumination. It is a 10second exposure. The distinctive pattern of
boxes is not the only pattern involved. The
pattern of bright "stripes" within each box also
seems to be repeated, though there are minor
shifts and changes to them.

Figure 4.6: This flat was taken through the Bband filter using the dome's illumination. It is
an 8-second exposure and still shows the same
pattern as the image in Figure 4.7. The
telescope was also repositioned between the
two images, to make sure that the pattern was
not due to some patterning from the dome
itself that was being captured.

Figure 4.7: In this flat field taken through the Rband filter, the pattern of "blocks" is barely visible.
The exposure time is 7-seconds, and there is also
no evidence of the issue of the shutter's opening
and closing being a noticeable effect.
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With the dome lighting tuned to this low level the lights are noticeably redder. For most
observers, this will likely only create an issue of needing to lengthen the exposure times for the
U, B, and possibly V filters. If precise spectral response in the observations is a concern, this
may be a factor to take into consideration when choosing which method to use in obtaining flat
fields.
The major benefit for taking flat fields using this method is that it produces a stable
intensity level. With the download time for a full frame image (without binning of the pixels)
averaging around 7 – 8 seconds, light levels change significantly with sky flats over the course of
11 flat fields. The uniform intensity also means that flat fields can be setup as a sequence and
then left to run without the need to monitor them constantly.
4.3.2 Sky Flats
The advantage of taking flat fields on the sky is that the spectral distribution of the sky is
going to be closer to that of stars, since it is coming from the Sun. There may also be less to
worry about as far as stray light, reflections off the dome, multiple light sources (computer
monitors, flickering hard drive lights, etc.), and movements of personnel within the dome casting
shadows or even moving between the dome and the light source. For some observers taking flat
fields on the sky may also fit the idea of what a flat field is better, and thus there may be a
preferential inclination. That said, with this system sky flats present a host of problems.
Most of the problems are inherent to the sensitivity of the system. In order not to saturate
the pixels of the CCD, it must be dark enough, and this only occurs at dusk or dawn when the
sky brightness is changing rapidly. As an example, over the course of 3.20-minutes flat fields
taken through the V filter had to have the exposure time lengthened from 40-seconds to 60seconds (the V flat fields were the last taken on this particular observation). Even so the last flat
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field in the sequence still has an average count level that is one half that of the first flat field
taken through the V filter. These flat fields are therefore definitely not of uniform intensity from
one to the next, much less from the start of the sequence to the last. It also means that an
observer cannot set an exposure length, cue a sequence into MaxIm DL to take the flat fields, and
then walk away. The intensity levels simply must be monitored unless the sequence is only three
or four images.
Not long after the sky is dim enough for sky flats, stars are beginning to be able to be
detected through the solar glare. Figure 4.8 is an example of one of the V band flat fields taken,
and shows the streak of an out-of-focus star going through the field. The length of the exposure
for Figure 4.8 was 40-seconds. The telescope was not tracking at the time the flat fields were
being taken, so the effects of the presence of stars showing through can be removed via median
combining, but it is another factor to consider.
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Figure 4.8: This is a V-band flat field taken on the sky. There are two brighter streaks across the
upper part of the frame. These are out of focus stars that were detected. Also notice that the
"block" patterning shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.6 is present. The best place for seeing it is along
the bottom where some of the vertical bars are a bit more noticeable.
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4.4 Linearity
Another concern when working with a CCD imaging system is the linearity of the
response of the CCD. If a CCD behaves linearly, then there is a simple linear relation between
the number of photo-electrons collected by the CCD and the digital output range of the CCD.
The digital output range for a CCD camera is determined by the bit-size of the analog-digital
converter (ADC) of the camera's electronics. The Apogee Alta U230 camera uses a 16-bit ADC,
which gives an output range of 0 to 65,535, with a count reading of 65,535 indicating that the
referenced pixel is saturated. While CCDs are linear over a portion of their response range, at
some level a CCD will start to respond non-linearly.
To test the linearity of the U230's CCD a series of dome flats were taken with exposures
ranging from 5-seconds to 39-seconds. The interior lights of the dome, tuned to a low setting,
were used as the light source for illuminating the dome in taking these flats. For exposure
lengths of 5-seconds to 38.9-seconds, three exposures of the same length were taken to improve
the statistical significance of each temporal measurement. Only one exposure of 39-seconds
exposure length was taken because it was noticed that only the vignetted pixels at the corners of
the flat field were not saturated.
Analysis of the flat exposures was done using the imstat routine in IRAF. The mean,
median, standard deviation, and skew values were calculated for a central box of 1000 x 1000
pixels for each flat field. The skew is the third moment of a distribution, and was determined as
a check on the Gaussian nature of the pixel value distribution.

For a perfectly Gaussian

distribution, the mean should equal the midpoint and the skew should be zero. A positive skew
represents a distribution with a longer tail on the positive-valued side of the distribution, and a
negative skew has a tail toward the negative-valued side of the distribution. The algorithm used
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to calculate the skew by the imstat routine uses the following formula:
N

y
1
skew=
 i 
N −1 i =1 

3

where N is the number of observations, σ is the standard deviation, and

y i= xi − , where μ is

the mean and xi is an individual value from the data set. The first three moments of a distribution
will be given a more formal treatment in Appendix B. Table 4.5 lists the results of this analysis.
Table 4.5: Data and Analysis of Flat Fields for Testing CCD Linearity
Image
Exp. (sec.)
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.

Skew

1

5

7539

7527

105.3

0.2923

2

5

8634

8620

118.2

0.4082

3

5

8726

8713

119.5

0.3341

4

7

12095

12077

156.0

0.4728

5

7

11965

11942

154.2

0.4313

6

7

12177

12153

156.7

0.4612

7

9

15750

15723

193.0

0.4435

8

9

15790

15767

193.7

0.5104

9

9

15742

15711

192.9

0.4731

10

11

19764

19734

228.0

0.4097

11

11

19292

19263

223.2

0.4770

12

11

19301

19273

223.0

0.5463

13

13

22782

22743

260.8

0.5807

14

13

22583

22545

258.7

0.4266

15

13

22183

22145

254.2

0.4699

16

15

25623

25570

291.2

0.5762

17

15

25539

25570

290.3

0.5204

18

15

25570

25525

290.8

0.4484

19

20

32951

32889

370.0

0.4633

20

20

33148

33084

372.3

0.4656

21

20

33277

33211

373.7

0.4946

22

25

41299

41223

460.6

0.5971
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23

25

41369

41292

460.9

0.5641

24

25

41528

41461

463.3

0.5280

25

30

49146

49050

545.4

0.5392

26

30

51589

51485

571.3

0.5752

27

30

50916

50833

564.3

0.6368

28

33

57526

57422

623.8

0.5883

29

33

57823

57705

626.6

0.5660

30

33

57429

57323

622.3

0.4942

31

35

59761

59640

647.6

0.5806

32

35

59968

59866

649.7

0.5806

33

35

60610

60471

656.8

0.5766

34

36

60493

60375

655.2

0.4930

35

36

60001

59869

650.1

0.5316

36

36

60001

59866

649.7

0.5806

37

37

64165

64048

651.6

0.3401

38

37

62089

61946

672.3

0.4982

39

37

61959

61847

671.0

0.5511

40

37.5

62669

62539

678.9

0.5328

41

37.5

62949

62805

681.9

0.5114

42

37.5

62614

62477

678.4

0.5508

43

38

63335

63226

685.8

0.5278

44

38

63261

63142

685.2

0.5840

45

38

65104

65240

360.4

-1.400

46

38.1

65396

65397

20.87

179.3

47

38.1

64237

64149

640.7

0.2122

48

38.1

62329

62207

675.0

0.5712

49

38.2

65396

65396

17.42

-298.4

50

38.2

63592

63487

686.0

0.5505

51

38.2

62106

61970

672.1

0.4944

52

38.3

65359

65392

116.9

-0.9712

53

38.3

63388

63258

686.0

0.5837

54

38.3

62132

61989

673.3

0.5198
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55

38.4

64969

64818

490.0

-0.4942

56

38.4

63405

63152

685.1

0.4974

57

38.4

62298

62031

672.7

0.5377

58

38.5

64723

64506

568.1

-0.1838

59

38.5

63985

63716

678.2

0.3963

60

38.5

62599

62356

676.3

0.5329

61

38.6

64783

64620

551.3

-0.2814

62

38.6

63560

63272

686.5

0.5039

63

38.6

63743

63491

685.1

0.5513

64

38.7

64797

64617

547.0

-0.0459

65

38.7

65339

65344

293.2

-1.3950

66

38.7

65389

65374

251.4

-2.8260

67

38.8

64074

64991

446.5

-0.6142

68

38.8

65491

65377

129.6

-8.0780

69

38.8

64842

64657

533.5

-0.3897

70

38.9

65135

65059

418.4

-0.4887

71

38.9

65522

65386

65.9

-16.5300

72

38.9

63619

63349

685.5

0.4802

73

39

65391

65392

17.9

992.7000

There are some interesting observations in this table. Until the 38-second exposures, the
three exposures of the same length have mean values that are within 5% difference of each other,
with most being within 3% difference. At 38.1-seconds this difference spikes to greater than 5%.
The standard deviations for each exposure length also remains relatively close, under 5%
difference, but at 38-seconds the difference becomes greater than 17%. This indicates that the
consistency of the images of each length becomes somewhat erratic at 38-seconds. The mean of
the mean counts for the 38-second exposures is 63,900 counts.
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To investigate further, a plot of mean ADU counts versus exposure time was made, and a
best fit to the linear trend was determined. This graph is shown as Figure 4.9, and any loss of
linearity in the CCD's sensitivity should show as a deviation from this linear trend. Figure 4.10
is a graph of the same data, but focused on the exposure times greater than 36-seconds. This
shows a departure from the linear trend at an exposure length of 38.2-seconds. This corresponds
to a count level of 63,698 counts. This is 0.3% different from the value arrived at via inspection
of the table values.
Another method used in testing the linearity of a CCD is to make a photon transfer curve.
This is done by plotting the variance of flat fields of different length versus the mean ADU
counts. As described by Leach (1988), this method should be done with a stabilized (constant
intensity) LED light source and the flat field variance and mean counts corrected for the read
noise. With a stabilized light source and the read noise corrections made, the variance and mean
counts would follow the relationship
g  2 =N
where g is the camera's gain, σ2 is the variance in the flat field counts, and N is the mean counts
of the flat fields. The camera's gain is a conversion factor between collected photo-electrons and
the read out ADU counts. It will be discussed further in Section 4.7.
Since there is no stabilized light source available at HLCO, fluctuations in the intensity of
the light source itself will invalidate the above relationship. However, since the variance in mean
counts is still related to pixel saturation, a photon transfer curve will still be able to determine
when the CCD loses linearity. It cannot be used to determine the gain of the camera. Figure 4.11
shows the photon transfer curve for the flat fields used in testing the CCD linearity.
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Figure 4.9: Plot of ADU Counts versus Exposure Time in seconds.
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Figure 4.10: Plot of ADU Counts vs. Exposure Time zoomed to exposures longer than 36-seconds. The error bars represent 1σ
deviation from the mean in counts for each exposure length.
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Figure 4.11: Photon Transfer Curve for Apogee Alta U230 camera.
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The sharp down turn in the variance shown on the graph indicates where the CCD's gain
is no longer constant, and hence where the CCD becomes non-linear. From the data, this occurs
between mean ADU counts of 62,744 and 63,769.

This is in agreement with the value

determined previously.
From the two methods used, the Apogee Alta U230 camera's CCD stops being linearly
responsive at an ADU count level of ~63,000. The flat fields for both methods should have been
taken using a stabilized light source.

A more conservative figure of 61,000 counts is

recommended, and if this is used, the CCD is linear over 93% of the 16-bit readout range.

4.5 Bias Frames
In order to remove some of the noise inherent in any electronic device - including a CCD
- bias frames are subtracted from the images taken. A bias frame is created by reading out the
pixel registry without exposing it to light. For an ideal CCD the value of this bias should be the
same for each pixel and constant. Even in the non-ideal case any variations should be small and
the bias should not change, at least not rapidly, over time. Tests in this section were made to
verify that variations over a night or several nights do not occur and also to check for the
possibility of light leaks within the camera's system.
Multiple sets of bias frames were taken with the Alta U230 camera on multiple nights.
Three sets were taken on July 22, 2011 and two more sets on January 5, 2012. The sets taken on
each night were separated by at least twenty-minutes, and each set consisted of eleven frames.
The temperature set point for the camera was set for -25C for both epochs. While the dome was
not closed when taking these bias frames, they were taken at night and with the dome's lights off.
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Analysis of the bias frames was done using the imstat routine in IRAF. Once again the
mean, median, mode, standard deviation, and skew values of the images were determined. Table
4.6 lists the derived statistics for these bias frames.
Table 4.6: Analysis of Bias Frames
Date

Image

Mean

Median

Mode

Std. Dev.

Skew

07/22/11

1

1229

1228

1228

4.939

-1.125

2

1228

1228

1228

4.940

-0.708

3

1228

1228

1228

5.027

5.054

4

1228

1228

1228

4.936

-1.740

5

1228

1228

1228

4.944

0.917

6

1228

1228

1228

4.901

0.009

7

1228

1228

1228

4.905

-2.304

8

1228

1228

1228

4.886

0.436

9

1228

1228

1228

4.891

-2.117

10

1228

1228

1228

4.889

-1.217

11

1228

1228

1228

5.272

30.190

1

1234

1234

1233

4.820

-2.356

2

1234

1234

1233

4.821

0.718

3

1234

1234

1233

6.904

253.400

4

1234

1234

1233

4.823

0.655

5

1234

1234

1233

4.822

-0.085

6

1234

1234

1233

5.092

26.060

7

1234

1234

1233

4.826

0.452

8

1234

1234

1233

4.806

0.267

9

1234

1234

1233

4.814

1.208

10

1234

1233

1233

4.807

-0.419

11

1234

1233

1233

4.812

0.068

1

1232

1231

1231

6.591

249.400

2

1232

1232

1233

4.670

5.054

3

1232

1232

1232

4.577

-1.268

4

1232

1232

1233

4.582

2.415

5

1232

1232

1233

4.580

2.598

6

1232

1232

1233

4.579

-1.285

07/22/11

07/22/11
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01/05/12

01/05/12

7

1232

1232

1233

4.587

1.642

8

1232

1232

1233

4.587

-0.136

9

1232

1232

1233

4.581

-2.445

10

1232

1232

1233

4.580

-1.284

11

1232

1232

1233

4.587

-2.731

1

1227

1227

1227

4.882

-0.2642

2

1221

1221

1221

4.809

1.747

3

1220

1220

1221

5.500

55.89

4

1221

1221

1221

4.747

-1.130

5

1221

1221

1221

4.730

-1.246

6

1221

1221

1221

4.711

-1.131

7

1221

1221

1221

4.707

1.659

8

1221

1221

1221

4.713

1.238

9

1222

1222

1221

4.703

0.9716

10

1222

1222

1224

4.876

10.74

11

1222

1222

1224

4.696

-0.7932

1

1220

1220

1221

4.815

-1.643

2

1220

1220

1219

4.768

0.4241

3

1220

1220

1221

4.739

0.8869

4

1221

1221

1221

4.722

0.4298

5

1221

1221

1221

4.748

2.669

6

1221

1221

1221

4.700

2.325

7

1221

1221

1221

4.697

-2.518

8

1221

1221

1221

4.695

-0.01676

9

1222

1222

1221

4.690

2.364

10

1222

1222

1221

4.688

1.742

11

1221

1221

1221

4.691

1.507

The Table shows that the bias frames are uniform.

Over the course of the July

observations, the mean values are consistent to 0.325%. The January observations were also
consistent to 0.491%. Between the two nights the difference is 0.816%, so the bias value is fairly
consistent over these two epochs. The standard deviations and skew values show that the
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distribution of values across the bias are very nearly Gaussian. Figure 4.12 is a histogram of the
second bias frame from the second set taken on July 22, 2011, showing the Gaussian character of
the bias values.
Visual inspections of the frames that seem to deviate from this shows that the
discrepancies are due to cosmic ray strikes or other transient factors. Figure 4.13 is an example
of one of the frames from the July 22, 2011 sets of biases that showed one of these transient
effects. The affected pixels are at the center of the red circle. Figure 4.14 is zoomed into the
affected region to better show these affected pixels. This holds true even across the six-months
between each night. There is a noticeable feature on one side of the bias frame – along the left
side in these images (see Figure 4.13 also) – in the form of a darker bar. This darker column of
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Figure 4.12: Histogram of a bias image taken on July 22, 2011 with the Apogee Alta U230
camera at HLCO.
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Figure 4.13: Bias image from the Apogee Alta U230 camera at HLCO taken on July 22, 2011.
The red circle marks an abnormally "hot" pixel that does not recur in other bias frames from this
night.
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Figure 4.14: Bias frame shown in Figure 4.12 zoomed in to show the abnormally "hot" pixel
region.
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pixels appears in all bias frames, and represents a 2% change in the bias value from the image
mean.
Another set of bias frames was taken on January 6, 2012 after sunrise. The temperature
set point for the camera was still -25C, having been set at the start of the January 5, 2012
observations. The dome was opened and sunlight allowed to shine across the telescope with the
camera attached. The telescope's cover was also taken off. This set was taken to determine if
there might be any issues with light leaking into the system. Table 4.7 shows the analysis of
these frames. The mean value for these bias frames is 0.409% different from the bias frames
taken on January 5. The similarity of values between the bias frames taken at night and those
taken under bright sunlight during the day indicates that there are no serious light leaks.
Table 4.7: Analysis of the Sunlit Bias Frames
Image
Mean
Median

Mode

Std. Dev.

Skew

1

1226

1226

1227

4.716

1.384

2

1226

1226

1224

4.712

-1.601

3

1226

1226

1224

4.703

-0.8591

4

1226

1226

1224

5.065

22.38

5

1226

1226

1227

4.703

-2.334

6

1226

1226

1227

5.278

37.26

7

1226

1226

1227

4.703

0.02496

8

1226

1226

1227

4.704

2.076

9

1226

1227

1227

4.706

-2.034

10

1227

1227

1227

4.709

-2.425

11

1227

1227

1227

4.710

-1.772
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4.6 Dark Current
An experimental determination of the dark current in the Alta U230 camera began with
taking a set of dark frames of varying length. Dark frames are calibration images taken so that
the thermal noise of the CCD can be subtracted from data frames. They are taken with the
shutter of the camera closed so that no photo-electrons are collected in the pixels, only those
created by the thermal noise of the silicon substrate.
For this work exposure lengths of 5-, 7-, 10-, 30-, 200-, and 250-seconds were used, with
eleven frames of each exposure length being taken. The images were taken on January 5, 2012
with a camera temperature set point at -25C. These images were bias subtracted, using the mean
of 22 bias images that were collected on the same night, before being examined using imstat in
IRAF to once more obtain values of the mean, median, mode, standard deviation, and skew
values for each dark frame. The standard deviations and skew values were evaluated to ensure
these values increase with increasing exposure length. The skew should increase showing that
the Gaussian is developing a tail toward the higher count end. For exposures of the same length
though, these values should remain unchanged.
Since the mean is already a “per pixel” value, the mean values of the dark frames were
then plotted against the exposure times. This plot is shown in Figure 4.15. The slope of such a
plot should then be the dark current in units of counts per pixel per second. There does seem to
be a problem with this plot, however. The slope intercept of the linear trend should be zero, but
instead it is 100. The explanation is that MaxIm DL adds a “pedestal” to images on output. This
is to keep pixel values from being negative, and the current pedestal value at HLCO is 100. It
should also be noted that MaxIm DL apparently maintains this pedestal level even after bias
subtraction. In other words, it is not removed from dark images with bias subtraction.
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Figure 4.15: Plot of the dark mean count value vs. exposure length. The intercept of this graph has a value of 100, instead of the
expected 0, because a pedestal of 100 counts that is added by MaxIm DL to ensure that all pixel values are positive.
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Since this change in the intercept does not affect the slope, the process for determining
the dark current remains unchanged. The slope of the linear trend was divided by the camera's
gain (see Section 4.7), and the dark current was found to be 0.0683 e - per pixel per second with a
standard deviation of 0.031 at a set point temperature of -25C. The manufacturer's reported
value for the Alta U230 camera with the D09 housing is 0.1 e - per pixel per second. The values
are within 2σ, with the dark current of HLCO's U230 actually looking to be slightly less than
manufacturer's statements; the manufacturer may have rounded off conservatively.
As with the bias frames, a series of dark frames were also taken with the dome open and
the Sun up to test if there may be issues with light leakage. With the telescope uncovered and the
dome turned so that sunlight crossed the camera and telescope (it was not pointed anywhere near
the Sun however), the mean values for these dark frames are within 1σ of the dark frames of the
same length taken at night. There should therefore be no issues with taking dark frames with this
system during daylight with the dome open or closed.
4.7 Gain and Read Noise
Gain and read noise are factors of the electronics of the camera. The gain is a conversion
factor used by the electronics to convert the output voltage signal of each pixel into a digital
number that the computer stores. Read noise arises from fluctuations within the output amplifier
and the analog-to-digital conversion circuits on the chip. It also comes from electrons collected
within the pixels simply because a CCD is an electronic device and has an inherent electric
current simply to operate.
To determine the gain and read noise of the Alta U230, the method outlined in the
Cambridge Observing Handbooks for Research Astronomers Handbook of CCD Astronomy, 2nd
edition by Steve B. Howell was used. This method uses a comparison of bias and flat field
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images and their noise levels. The assumption in this formulation is that the read noise of
modern CCDs is significantly lower than the Poisson noise of the flat fields themselves.9
The gain was first determined using the formula
Gain=

 F1 F2 − B1 B2
 2F −F − 2B −B
1

where

F1

and

2

1

10

2

F2 are the mean pixel values of two flat field images,

the mean values of two bias images,

B1 and

B2 are

 2F −F is the variance of an image produced by
1

2

subtracting the second flat field from the first, and

2

 B − B is the variance of a similar image
1

2

produced by subtracting the second bias image from the first. The concept is that the width of
the histogram of both the bias and the flat field are directly related to the gain and read noise of
the CCD. It should also be noted that the flat fields used in this method must be dome flats and
not sky flats. For this method to work the noise characteristics of the different flat fields are
assumed to be constant and not due to something such as changing light conditions as exist with
sky flats.
Once again the imstat routine of IRAF was used to obtain the mean values for several
flats and biases. The imarith routine was used to create difference frames between pairs of the
flats and biases, and imstat again used on these difference-frames to obtain their standard
deviations, which was then squared to obtain the variance.
The values obtained for the means and the variances of the difference-frames were
assembled in Excel. A total of 1,100 combinations of pairs of flats and biases were chosen and
the gain calculation performed. From this the gain for the Alta U230 has been determined to be
9 Steve B. Howell, Handbook of CCD Astronomy, Second Edition (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010),
72.
10 Steve B. Howell, 73.
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2.480 with a standard deviation of 0.003. There is no manufacturer's reported value for the gain
for comparison. The pedestal value of 100 counts added to each image by MaxIm DL was not
subtracted from the images before calculation. Since it is an additive constant, and since all of
the steps in the calculation involve a subtraction of two images that would have the same,
constant pedestal level added to them, the presence of the pedestal value in the images will not
affect the calculations.
The read noise was determined from the gain and the standard deviation of the bias
difference frames using the formula
Read Noise=

Gain⋅ B −B
1

2

2

.11

This calculation was performed for 230 bias-differences. From the 230 values calculated, the
read noise was found to be 11.82 e- RMS.

This can be compared to the manufacturer's

preliminary reported value of 12 e- RMS and is consistent within 1σ. This also further confirms
the previous calculation of the gain.
4.8 Limiting Magnitudes
Determination of the limiting magnitudes for the Alta U230 camera on the 20-inch RC
Optics telescope was made by taking a series of 30-second exposures of the open cluster Messier
29 through U, B, V, RC, and IC filters. Dark and bias subtraction as well as flat fielding was done
with MaxIm DL. As was done with the pixel scale determination, seven stars were chosen
because they were bright (but definitely not saturated), and spanned the central region of the
frame. Three of these stars were chosen because they had U band magnitudes reported in
SIMBAD. All seven had B and V band magnitudes reported, and no stars were found in the field
that had RC and IC magnitudes reported.
11 Steve B. Howell, 73.
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To get the needed RC and IC magnitudes, the author consulted Kenyon and Hartmann
(1995) for their extensive list of stars and their colors given at the end of the paper. V-R and R-I
colors for five of the seven comparison stars were interpolated. A simple linear interpolation was
used by first choosing two stars with B-V values near the B-V value of each comparison star, one
B-V greater than the comparison star's B-V and the other less than the comparison's B-V. The
corresponding V-R and R-I colors were also recorded from Kenyon and Hartmann for the
appropriately chosen stars. These values were then used in the formula
y= y 0

 x−x 0  y 1− x−x 0  y 0
x 1− x0

where y is the V-R color for the comparison star, y0 and y1 are the V-R colors of the two stars
chosen from Kenyon and Hartmann, and x, x0, and x1 are the B-V colors of the comparison star
and the two Kenyon stars respectively. Two of the seven stars had B-V colors that were bluer
than any listed in Kenyon and Hartmann and therefore no values for the V-R and R-I colors were
calculated. Table 4.8 lists the seven comparison stars chosen and their photometry. Values in
brackets were either interpolated from colors given in Kenyon and Hartmann or by subtraction in
the case of the B-V colors.
Table 4.8: Photometry for Comparison Stars
Star

U

B

V

RC

IC

B-V

V-R

R-I

HD 229233

-

10.87

10.53

9.72

8.74

[0.34]

[0.81]

[0.98]

HD 229261

10.51

10.82

10.57

9.70

8.62

[0.25]

[0.87]

[1.08]

HD 229253

9.98

10.32

10.27

-

-

[0.05]

-

-

GSC 3152-1453

11.66

11.96

11.32

10.73

10.08

[0.64]

[0.59]

[0.65]

GSC 3152-1295

-

10.97

10.30

9.73

9.11

[0.67]

[0.57]

[0.62]

GSC 3152-1185

-

11.95

11.40

10.75

10.00

[0.55]

[0.65]

[0.75]

GSC 3152-0146

-

10.03

9.91

-

-

[0.12]

-

-
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Instrumental magnitudes were found for the seven comparison stars and a number of
visually dim stars in the field for each band using the phot routine in IRAF. These instrumental
magnitudes are magnitudes relating the ADU counts of the stars measured to each other and to a
zero point for the system specified in photpars (photometry parameters) file in IRAF. For these
values the zero point for the system was 15. The phot routine was run using a photometry
aperture radius of 8 pixels. Object centering was done using a centroid algorithm with a
centering box of 6, centering threshold of 3σ, minimum SNR of 10, and a maximum center shift
of 4 pixels. Sky subtraction was done using an inner sky annulus radius of 15 pixels and a width
of 10 pixels. The image data characteristics used in the datapars (data parameters) file were a
FWHM of the star PSF of 4.1, a background σ of 16 counts, read noise of 11.8, gain of 2.48,
minimum data value of 0 counts, and a maximum data value of 55000 counts.
Once the instrumental magnitudes for the seven comparison stars were determined, the
reported or interpolated values from Table 4.5 were then subtracted from these instrumental
magnitudes. This gave an offset value between the instrumental magnitude of each of the
comparison stars and their reported, or calculated, magnitudes in each band. The mean of these
seven (five for RC and IC magnitudes) differences was then calculated, and this mean was
subtracted from the instrumental magnitude of each of the dim stars chosen from the field to get
a value for the apparent magnitude of the star.
Determination of the limiting magnitudes from these data were done by considering the
reported error in the instrumental magnitudes calculated by phot. An arbitrary cutoff of 0.1
magnitude was used as the error limit in this photometry. For each filter there were at least three
stars found to have errors in their instrumental magnitudes of between 0.095 and 0.15 magnitude.
The mean of the calculated apparent magnitudes for these stars was then calculated to give the
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limiting magnitude for each filter. For 30-second exposures through U, B, V, R C, and IC filters,
the limiting magnitudes found are, respectively: 14.4, 16.8, 16.9, 16.5, and 15.1 magnitudes.
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5. SCIENCE DEMONSTRATIONS
5.1 Transit Detection of the Planet Orbiting Qatar-2
5.1.1 Introduction
Photometric observations of the transiting exoplanet host star Qatar-2 were made over the
course of 2.5 hours on January 29, 2012 during a predicted eclipse.

The host star, also

designated GSC 04974-00112, is a K type star with coordinates from the Third U.S. Naval
Observatory CCD Astrograph Catalog (UCAC3) of α=13h 50m 37.409s δ=-06° 48' 14.41”12,13.
SIMBAD reports a B magnitude from the Guide Star Catalog of 14.0 and R magnitude of 13.5
from UCAC3. The Exoplanet Transit Database14 reports a V band magnitude of 13.3. Additional
data for the host star and the exoplanet from Bryan et al. (2011) are given in Table 5.1 and 5.2,
respectively. Bryan et al. (2011) also suggest the possibility of a second planetary companion,
Qatar-2 c in a much wider orbit.
Table 5.1: Basic Data for Host Star Qatar-2
Spectral Type

K

B Magnitude

14.0

V Magnitude

13.3

R Magnitude

13.5

Effective Temperature

4645 ± 50K

Radius

0.713 ± 0.018RSUN

Mass

0.74 ± 0.037MSUN

Metallicity [Fe/H]

0

RA

13 50 37.409

Dec.

-6 48 14.41

12 http://SIMBAD.u-strasbg.fr/SIMBAD/sim-basic?Ident=qatar-2&submit=SIMBAD+search
13 http://exoplanet.eu/star.php?st=Qatar-2
14 http://var2.astro.cz/ETD/index.php
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Table 5.2: Basic Data for Transiting Exoplanet Qatar-2 b
Mass

2.49 ± 0.086MJ

Semi Major Axis

0.0215 ± 0.00036 AU

Orbital Period

1.3371182 ± 3.7e-6 days

Radius

1.144 ± 0.035RJ

The date and time of the transit also obtained from the Exoplanet Transit Database, with a
predicted beginning of 0801 UT and an end at 0950 UT. The predicted depth of the transit in V
band was 0.0374 magnitude. The R band was chosen for observing the transit, because of the
enhanced sensitivity of the CCD at the wavelength (see Section 3.2), and because the absolute
value of Qatar-2'S R magnitude is known better than other magnitudes; there is no report of the
accuracy of the V magnitude. The reported UCAC3 R magnitude has a published error of 0.1
magnitude.
5.1.2 Observations and Analysis
Observations of Qatar-2 were begun at 0740.617 UT and continued through 1010.533
UT. A total of 144 60 second images were taken for the data set. Since the ambient temperature
at the time of the observations was near freezing, a temperature set point for the CCD of -40C
was chosen.

The moon had set two hours earlier and had not risen by the end of the

observations. There were a few clouds in the sky, but it was over 95% clear with calm winds
throughout the observation. An estimate for the airmass at the time of the start of the observation
is 1.63 and 1.35 by the end of the observation. The pixels were binned 2x2 to reduce the length
of exposure needed to obtain a good signal. This also reduced the readout time for each image to
between 2- and 4-seconds instead of the typical 6- to 8-seconds required for an image taken with
unbinned pixels.
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MaxIm DL was used for the dark subtraction and flat fielding of each image, and the phot
routine in IRAF was used to obtain instrumental magnitudes for the target star and four
comparisons stars in the field. The phot routine performed centering, sky subtraction, and image
data fitting using the same parameters as discussed in Section 4.8. The four comparison stars
were chosen arbitrarily as being bright stars near the target star. They were also chosen for
having easily recognizable patterns among nearby stars to aid in identification between images.
TheSky 6 was used to identify the four comparison stars after the instrumental magnitudes were
determined, since no other charts could be found that identified the stars near Qatar-2. Table 5.3
lists the comparison stars, and as it turns out one was not a star. Comparison 4 is a faint elliptical
galaxy, PGC 3092961. Figure 5.1 is an annotated image showing the locations of the target and
the three comparison stars, and one galaxy (chosen by mistake). The galaxy was excluded as a
comparison for the relative photometry.
Table 5.3: Comparison Stars for Photometry of Qatar-2 b Transit
#
Designation
1

GSC 04974-00087

2

GSC 04974-00014

3

GSC 4974-00090

4

PGC 3092961
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Figure 5.1: Annotated image from the observations taken during a transit of Qatar-2 showing the
locations of Qatar-2 and the four comparison stars used in generating a lightcurve of the transit.
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The instrumental magnitudes for the 3 reference stars and Qatar-2 from all 144 images
were then entered into Excel, and magnitude differences determined by subtracting the
instrumental magnitude of the target star from that of each comparison star. The time of each
observation was also extracted from the header of each of the images. Figure 5.2 is a light curve
produced from the magnitude differences of the target star compared with the second of the
comparison stars. The second comparison star was chosen for making the light curve because it
was shown to have the most constant instrumental magnitude with a mean value of 15.832 and a
standard deviation of 0.025 magnitude.
Analysis of the light curve shows a mean difference of 0.317 magnitude(σ = 0.004 mag.)
between Qatar-2 and the second comparison star at the beginning of the data. At the end of the
data series, the mean difference is 0.322 magnitude (σ = 0.004 mag.). At mid-transit the mean
difference is 0.358 magnitude (σ = 0.004 mag.). The measured transit depth is therefore 0.038
magnitude (σ = 0.004 mag.) in R band. The predicted depth of the transit was given as 0.0374 in
the V band, not R. The observed depth of the transit is still within 1.7%, or 0.5σ, of the
prediction.
The radius of Qatar-2 b was also calculated from the depth of the transit. Since the depth
of the transit is related to the ratio of the area of the planet to the area of the host star, the flux
from the host star is going to be given by
F T =1−

 r p2
r *2

 F NT ,

where FT and FNT are the host flux during transit and when the planet is not transiting
respectively, and rp and r* are the radii of the planet and star respectively.
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Figure 5.2: R-band differential lightcurve for a transit of Qatar-2 b.
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Using the relationship
F
 ,
F0

m=−2.5∗log 

where m is the magnitude of the target star, F is the flux of the target, and F0 is a reference flux,
and rearranging terms to solve for the radius of the planet yields the expression





r p=r * 10

m

2.5

−1 .

Using the measured value of the depth of transit, Δm, the radius of the planet is found to be
1.31RJ from this observation. This is compared to the published value of Bryan et al. (2011) of
1.144RJ.
To determine the start and end of the transit event, the criteria was that the magnitude
difference should drop below 0.317 + 2σ for the transit start, and then rise above the same level
for determining the transit end. Applying these limits shows that the observed transit began at
0801 UT and ended at 0943 UT, for a total transit length of 102 minutes, and a mid-transit time
of 0852 UT. This is compared to the predicted times of 0801 to 0950 UT with a mid-transit of
0855 UT.

5.2 A Color-Magnitude Diagram of the Open Cluster Messier 29
5.2.1 Introduction
Messier 29 (NGC 6913) is a young open cluster located in Cygnus [Le Duigou and
Knödlseder (2002) α=20h23m56s δ=+38°31'23”] near the star γ Cyg., and part of the Cygnus OB1
association. Wang and Hu (2000) estimate a distance modulus of ~10.17, corresponding to a
distance of 1.08kpc. Its location places it in the line of sight of the local arm of the Milky Way,
which makes it a rich star field to image, a factor used in choosing it for the observations needed
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to determine the limiting magnitudes and pixel scale of the 20-inch telescope and Apogee
camera.
5.2.2 Observations and Analysis
Observations of the open cluster Messier 29 were made on July 23, 2011. The sky was
cloudless. Four 5-second exposures were taken through the V and I C filters with a camera
temperature set point of -25C and with 1x1 pixel binning. These images were used instead of the
30-second images taken for the determination of limiting magnitudes because the brightest stars
in the field were saturated in the 30-second images. The images were bias and dark subtracted
and flat fielded using MaxIm DL15. MaxIm DL was also used to align the four images and add
the images on a pixel-by-pixel basis for a total exposure length of 20-seconds. The MaxIm DL
star matching alignment algorithm calculates centroid positions for the twenty brightest stars in
each image. It then executes a pattern recognition routine to determine any shifts or rotation
needed to bring these stars into alignment in each image. An image will be rejected from the
alignment if at least half of the stars are not able to have their positions matched to the image set
as the reference image. Though summing images in this manner increases the noise in the
resulting image, it improves the SNR for dimmer stars in the field but also allows the brightest
stars to be used since they would not have saturated pixels as would occur with a single long
exposure.
After reducing and summing the images, three stars were chosen to be comparison stars
based on the criteria that they are bright stars, cluster members (M29), are not listed as being
variable stars, and had documented magnitudes in at least B and V. Table 5.4 lists the three stars,
their reported magnitudes from Hoag et al. (1961), and spectral type. None of the chosen

15 MaxIm DL Astronomical Imaging Software Version 5 Manual. Manual Version 100428
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comparison stars had reported IC magnitudes, so these values had to be interpolated using the
same method described in Section 4.8. These interpolated I C values are also reported in Table
5.4.
Table 5.4: Comparison Stars for Color Photometry of M29
Designation
B
V

IC

Spectral Type

HD 229238

9.70

8.92

[8.74]

B0Iab

HD 229234

9.52

8.91

[10.00]

O9.5III

HD 229227

9.98

9.36

[9.11]

B0II

Using centering, data, and sky subtraction parameters described in Section 4.8,
instrumental magnitudes and pixel positions for the stars in each image were determined using
the daofind routine in IRAF. Daofind uses a centroid centering algorithm to determine the x and
y pixel position of features above the background threshold set in the findpars parameter file.
The setting for the background threshold used for this analysis was 3σ above background.
Magnitude estimates are determined by daofind using a simple formula:

m=−2.5×log 10 

peak density
 .
detectionthreshold

MaxIm DL was used to find an estimate of the pixel position of each of the three
comparison stars in each image, and these stars were then found in the list of coordinates
produced by daofind for each filter.

The differences between the daofind instrumental

magnitudes and the magnitudes from Table 5.4 were determined for each filter's image, and the
mean of these three differences was added to the instrumental magnitudes of all stars listed by
daofind to produce a list of estimated apparent magnitudes.
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Due to the fact that there were tracking errors while exposing these images, the stars had
to be matched between each filter. The first step in this process was to remove any star from the
list with a pixel location that was within 300-pixels of the edge of an image. This was to avoid
an issue where a star may have been in one image of the set of four through the same filter, but it
may not have been in all of the others. The locations of the comparison stars were then
compared between V filters and IC filters. No rotation in the fields was found, so a simple
addition could be applied to the coordinates in one image to get the coordinates of the stars in the
other filter. Stars that could not be matched up between the filters were removed from the list.
As a final consideration, the limiting magnitudes determined for each filter in Section 4.8 were
applied, and any star with an apparent V magnitude of 16 or fainter was also removed from the
list. The final list of stars and magnitudes for the V-I color contained 278 stars.
From the list of matched V and and I magnitudes, the V-I color was calculated for each
star and a plot made of V versus V-I. Figure 5.3 shows this plot, which contains all stars that
were in the field of the image that met the criteria listed above. It therefore contains field,
association, and cluster stars.
In order to constrain the mass and age of stars in this cluster, the observations were
compared to the predictions of evolutionary models computed by Siess et al. (2000). These
comparisons revealed that the cluster stars are significantly fainter and redder than the models
predict, implying a significant amount of reddening as expected at a distance of ~1kpc. In
particular, the stars were compared to three isochrones – 1Myr, 10Myr, and 100Myr – spanning a
mass of 0.1 to 7MSUN. The models were calculated for absolute magnitudes, so they were
converted to apparent magnitudes by adding the distance modulus of the cluster, 10.17.
Reddening was determined by inspection of the unadjusted plot of the 1Myr isochrone. In order
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to move it horizontally to somewhat match the plot of stars required a shift of 1.27 in V-I
magnitude. Using the reddening relationships developed in Rieke and Lebofsky (1985), this
reddening corresponds to an extinction of AV=2.44 magnitudes. These levels of reddening and
extinction were then applied to all three isochrones, and they were then replotted on the color
diagram.
Figure 5.4 shows the color diagram for the field of view of Messier 29 with the
isochrones plotted. The isochrones are represented by a green and purple dashed lines for the
1Myr and 10Myr isochrones respectively and a black solid line for the 100Myr isochrone. Along
the 100Myr isochrone are pink circles representing 7, 5, 3, 2M SUN respectively moving down
along the isochrone. In addition forty cluster stars were identified from Hoag et al. (1961). This
was done to see were the stars in the open cluster were located in relation to these isochrones.
They are marked with red squares in the plot. Some of the remaining stars may also be cluster
stars, but this group also includes field and association stars. Restricting our comparison to just
cluster members, the ages appear to range from <1 to >100Myr. Since this is unlikely for a
roughly co-evolved cluster, we suspect a significant amount of differential reddening across the
field. Similarly the masses of the cluster stars appear to range from approximately 1M SUN to
>7MSUN.
From Joshi et al. (1983), the B-V reddening across the field of the cluster is highly
variable (0.41 to 1.05 magnitudes) with a mean value of 0.78 magnitude. Again applying the
reddening relationships developed in Rieke and Lebofsky (1985), the Joshi mean B-V reddening
suggests a mean extinction in V of 2.41 magnitudes and a V-I reddening of 1.25 magnitudes, a
difference of 1.6% from the estimate derived from Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: V versus V-I color diagram of the stars in the field of open cluster Messier 29. The horizontal orange line represents the
V=16 magnitude cutoff that was applied.
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Figure 5.4: Apparent color-magnitude diagram with isochrones for M29. Red squares represent stars which are members of the
cluster. Blue points are stars which are field, association, or possible cluster stars. The green, purple, and black lines represent
1Myr, 10Myr, and 100Myr isochrones. The orange horizontal line represents the V=16 magnitude cut off that was chosen. The red
arrow indicates the amount and direction of reddening in the plot. The pink circles on the 100Myr isochrone represent stellar masses
of 7, 5, 3, and 2MSUN respectively moving down the isochrone.
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6. SUMMARY
Examination of the observing conditions at HLCO shows that potential observers can
expect a mixed assortment of features. On average only about one-third of the year can be
expected to be clear with another third partly cloudy, which may or may not mean they are
usable for observations. Analysis of the cloud cover for the site shows that there is a cycle with
the months of December through February being the most likely to have cloudy nights and
September through early November having the highest probability of clear nights. This is a
broad trend however, and there is actually little ability to predict conditions so that observations
could be scheduled more than a few nights in advance. With that said, the site is only 75km from
Atlanta, which makes it easily reachable for nights of opportunity. Scheduling for clear nights
may be more of an issue of who can get to the site on a particular night.
Despite the proximity to Atlanta and Athens, the sky is dark at HLCO. It ranks at four on
the Bortle scale or approximately 21.5 magnitudes per square arcsecond. To get darker sky
conditions within the State of Georgia would require a site that is significantly farther from
Atlanta. That would diminish its usefulness as a location where observations could be made on a
night that proved clear enough to observe despite weather predictions otherwise.
Observations with the new 20-inch telescope and Apogee camera system show that the
pixel scale of images taken is 0.743 arcseconds per pixel. Considering that the best astronomical
seeing conditions at the site are going to be around approximately 2 arcseconds per pixel, this
scale is more than adequate for the site, even if the pixels are binned 2x2.
Bias images of the Apogee Alta U230 were found to be well behaved, nearly Gaussian,
and consistent even over two epochs that were five months apart. They were also tested for the
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possibility of light leaks into the camera by taking a set of bias images during daylight hours and
with sunlight crossing both the telescope and the camera (not shining into the telescope though).
The value of the mean and standard deviation for these bias frames were less than 1σ different
from those taken at night.
Dark images were also found to be well behaved and with a dark current of 0.0683 e - per
pixel per second at -25C. This is within 2σ of the manufacturer’s initial estimate for this camera.
The HLCO camera actually has a lower value for dark current than the estimate. The possibility
of a light leak was also tested with dark images by orienting the observatory dome and telescope
so that sunlight fell across the telescope and camera. Again the mean values for these dark
images fell within 1σ of the mean values for the dark frames taken at night. There is therefore no
reason to believe that there is a significant light leak into the camera system, even under bright
daylight conditions.
Tests of flat field images demonstrated that there is a limitation due to the mechanics of
the camera's shutter. Any image with an exposure length that is not much greater than the
shutter's speed, 0.0333-second according to the manufacturer Melles Griot, will show effects of
the shutter opening and closing. This effect is easily detectable with exposures of up to 0.5second. It is recommended that exposures should therefore be at least 3- to 4-seconds in length.
For flat field images taken by imaging the twilight sky (sky flats), this presents the problem that
the light level of the sky must be very low to allow for a lengthy enough exposure. At such a
time, stars will be easily detectable by the camera. The light levels will also be rapidly changing
with the Sun several degrees below the horizon.

Even with flat field images taken by

illuminating the dome this presents a challenge as light levels must be kept extremely low. The
best method found was to use the interior lighting of the dome tuned to its lowest setting, not the
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overhead projector usually used for this purpose. The light produced in this manner is quite red,
but usable flat field images were obtained for all of the photometric filters, including the
Johnson-Cousins U filter.
One other thing found while testing the flat field images of the U230 camera is the
presence of a repeating image of blocks across the image. Since the pattern is most obvious with
flat field images taken on the dome, it was initially thought that this was an artifact produced by
something on the surface of the dome or the observatory walls. This pattern was later found to
be present in sky flats, dome flats, and images taken of an astronomical target. The pattern is
therefore not an artifact of the dome or of the telescope's position when taking images. No
satisfactory explanation for this pattern has been determined.
Testing the camera's CCD for linearity was done by two different methods. The first test
involved taking a sequence of flat field images of increasing exposure length.

With the

exception of the 39-second image, three images of each length were taken, and the mean values
of the flat field images were plotted against the exposure length. The second test involved
creating a photon transfer curve; plotting the mean variance of the flat fields verses their mean
ADU count. Both tests demonstrated a linearity cut-off of approximately 63,000 ADU counts
(65,535 ADU counts is the maximum possible). A recommendation of using 61,000 ADU counts
as the cut-off of the CCD's linearity is therefore made to err on the side of caution.
The camera's gain was found using flat field images and bias images and their variances
to highlight the inherent noise levels in the CCD as outlined in Handbook of CCD Astronomy,
2nd edition by Steve B. Howell. Using this method, the gain for the Apogee U230 was found to
be 2.480. There was no value given by the manufacturer or any other source to use as a
comparison for this value. This measurement of the gain was then used to calculate the camera's
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read noise. The read noise was determined to be 11.82 e- RMS, which is within 1σ of the
manufacturer's reported value of 12 e- RMS, and supports the value of 2.480 for the gain.
Limiting magnitudes for the 20-inch telescope and Apogee camera through the JohnsonCousins U, B, V, RC, and IC filters were also determined using observations of the open cluster
Messier 29. This cluster was chosen because it is a rich star field located in the direction of the
local arm of the Milky Way. For 30-second exposures through each filter, the limiting magnitude
were found to be 14.4 for the U filter, 16.8 for B, 16.9 for V, 16.5 for R C, and 15.1 for IC. These
observations were made on a clear night, and with the Moon still below the horizon.
Similar observations of Messier 29 were also used to demonstrate the observational
photometric capabilities of the telescope-camera system. In order to keep the brightest stars in
the field of view from saturating and thus being unusable, four 5-second exposures of the field
were taken through both the V and IC filters. The images were aligned and summed to give a
total integration time of 20-seconds for each filter. A color magnitude plot of the stars in the
field was then made. Evolutionary isochrones of 1Myr, 10Myr, and 100Myr were added to the
plot and reddened by visual inspection of the 1Myr isochrone in order to bring them into
agreement with the plot of stars in the field of view. V extinction was determined using
calculations developed by Rieke and Lebofsky (1985). Comparison of these reddening and
extinction values to those reported by Joshi et al. (1983) show agreement to within 1.6%.
Another test of the photometric capabilities of the system was made by observing the
transit of a known exoplanet, Qatar-2 b. A total of 144 images using the RC filter were obtained
of Qatar-2 between 0740.617 UT and 1010.533 UT on January 29, 2012. Four stars were chosen
from the field as comparison stars for the observations of Qatar-2. They were chosen on the
criteria of being bright, close to the target star of Qatar-2, and easily recognized among the stars
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of the field. One proved later to be a dim elliptical galaxy in the field, and so was removed from
consideration. The most stable of the three remaining comparison stars was used to produce a
differential magnitude light curve for the transit of Qatar-2 b. The standard deviation of the
calculated differential magnitudes was 0.004 at all points of the lightcurve – pre-ingress, during
transit, and post-egress.
Information about the transit's timing and photometry were obtained from the Exoplanet
Transit Database. The predicted depth of the transit was 0.0374 in the V band. The measured
depth from these observations was 0.038 magnitude in RC, a difference of 0.5σ from the
predicted value. The length of the transit was predicted to be 109-minutes. These observations
showed a length for the transit of 102-minutes. The measured beginning of the transit exactly
matched the prediction, but the end was measured as 7-minutes before the predicted end.
Considering the post-egress magnitude difference never brightened to that measured before the
transit, pinpointing the end of the transit was subject to greater error.
In summary the 20-inch telescope in conjunction with the Apogee Alta U230 camera at
HLCO demonstrates the ability to make precise photometric measurements for a source of 13 th
magnitude under clear skies. From the Qatar-2 b transit light curve the deviation of such
measurements is 0.004 magnitudes in RC band. With 30-second exposures, which are easily
achievable without autoguiding, the limiting magnitudes through all Johnson-Cousins filters are
magnitude 14 or dimmer. The camera itself exhibits good characteristic behavior for bias and
dark levels with no perceived light leaks into the system. The greatest obstacle to astronomical
observations being made at HLCO is the weather, with only around one-third of the year's nights
likely being ideal for such observations.
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APPENDICES
A. Observer's Guide
For this part of the guide I am going to the restrict things to those primarily involved in
the actual setup for imaging. Since Benjamin Jenkins has produced a guide for aligning the
telescope already in his thesis16, there is little to be gained in re-writing this information. There
is, however, a sequence that should most likely be followed in turning on the equipment and
getting things running. It is on this sequence that this guide will focus.
A.1 Setup
The following setup assumes that the computer has been turned on and booted. It is,
however, not recommended that the software, especially MaxIm DL, be turned on until
suggested. MaxIm DL will not recognize the camera unless it has already been connected to the
computer and the drivers loaded.
A.1.1 The Camera
The first issue arises if the camera must be attached to the telescope. This is a procedure
for two people. The height of the back of the telescope and the weight and bulk of the camera
make it awkward to simultaneously support the camera and try to thread it onto the telescope. If
the camera comes free, it is a significant weight that suddenly falls into someone's hands. The
height of the fall would do significant damage to the camera, thus the warning that there should
be two people when trying to attach the camera to the telescope. If the camera must be attached
by one person, then the telescope should be moved so that the ladder can be pulled under its
back. The person attaching the camera can then hold the camera just above their lap while
threading it onto the telescope.
16 Jenkins, Benjamin G. (2011), A Study of the LHIRES III Spectrograph on the Hard Labor Creek Observatory 20
Inch Telescope, Atlanta: Georgia State University, 60.
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Once the camera is attached to the telescope, it should be connected to the computer and
started before anything else. The camera takes a minimum of 15-minutes to reach the cooler set
point and stabilize at that temperature. While the camera is cooling, the rest of the equipment
can be setup and readied.
Next the USB cables and power supplies should be hooked up to the camera and filter
wheel. According to the manufacturer, the USB cables should be no longer than 5m in length
without a hub being used and with no more than five hubs in the sequence. As for the power
cables, they should be connected to the camera and filter wheel BEFORE plugging them into the
power.

Arcs have been seen jumping to the center pins of the camera and filter wheel

connections when the cables have already been energized. It is unlikely that this would cause
damage to the camera or electronics, but a little caution is never unwarranted.
Once the power and USB cables are connected, wait a few seconds for drivers to be
loaded, and then open MaxIm DL. Since the camera and filter wheel have been used with the
computer before, there is usually no indication that the drivers have loaded, but a slow ten-count
should be a reasonable amount of time. One of the issues with MaxIm DL is that it will not
recognize a camera or filter wheel if it has been opened before the drivers are installed. Once
MaxIm DL is opened, open the Camera Control window by either clicking its button on the
toolbar or by pressing ctrl+w (Figure A.1). This should bring up the Camera Control window
with the Setup tab highlighted, as in Figure A.2.
With the Setup tab highlighted, verify that the camera pull down is set to “Apogee
USB/Net” and that the filter wheel is showing “Apogee USB.” If either is not the case then the
Camera Setup or Filter Setup buttons, respectively, can be used to change this. The particular
Apogee filter wheel needed is the FW50-7S. When these are set, press the Connect button.
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Figure A.1: Screen capture of MaxIm DL. The button that opens the Camera Control window is highlighted in
blue. It can also be accessed by pressing ctrl+w.
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Figure A.2: MaxIm DL showing the open Camera Control window and the Setup tab highlighted. This is where
all of the control options for the camera, not exposures taken, are found.
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After the camera and filter wheel are connected, press the On button for the cooler. The
Cooler button next to the Camera Setup button will then be available, and it is from this that the
camera's temperature set point can be adjusted. The recommended temperature is -25ºC. Even
though the cooler with the D09 body will supposedly take the chip's temperature to 60ºC below
ambient, it really should not be run at over 70% of cooler capacity, especially since there will be
temperature changes inside the dome. While relatively rare, it is possible for the temperature to
increase during the night after all.
It will generally take at least fifteen minutes for the camera to reach and stabilize on the
set point temperature. Do not operate the camera (such as to take bias frames) while it is cooling
as that will only lengthen the cooling time. Whenever the camera is taking an image, it will
stabilize the thermo-electric cooling (TEC) at the current temperature and pause in its cooling of
the CCD to the set point. With bias frames especially this means that no cooling will occur until
the bias frames are finished. This time for cooling the camera is thus the perfect time for
continuing with connecting the rest of the equipment.
A.1.2 The Telescope
While waiting for the camera to cool down, the telescope can now be connected to its
power supplies, the system turned on, and then the RC Optics software turned on and connected
to the telescope. The telescope's software from RC Optics controls the fans behind the primary
mirror. Loading this software and turning on the fans will help bring the primary mirror's
temperature closer to the ambient temperature before beginning observations. TheSky 6 can also
be opened, but connecting it to the telescope is not recommended yet. If the telescope is
connected to TheSky, it will begin to immediately track. This can be stopped by going to the
telescope menu and then using the motion controls (alt+m) to set the tracking rate to “None,” but
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then the observer will have to remember to set the telescope tracking rate back to sidereal or
whichever rate is desired.
The telescope is now setup. Since alignment of the telescope will require the taking of
images, alignment should not be done until the camera is cooled. Otherwise the observer will be
delaying the camera's reaching its set temperature. This is not a hard and fast rule. When I have
had time before the start of my observations, I have gone ahead and aligned the telescope and
focused the system before the camera reached its temperature. If the observer has time, it might
perhaps be better to get things setup, focused, and running, and then go have supper while
waiting for the camera to cool.

A.1.3 Guide Camera
This section obviously only applies if exposures of greater than one minute in length are
desired. Truthfully the telescope's mount is likely now capable of longer exposures without
guiding, thanks to the gears being modeled and error correction turned on, but again it is
sometimes worth the effort to set things up before hand than to start observations and find out
that guiding is necessary.
Setting up the STV for guiding is a simple process. The unit is plugged in and turned on.
The camera head for the STV is slotted into the guide scope like an eyepiece. Next the Setup
button on the STV console is pressed to enter some basic information, such as the focal length of
the telescope, aperture of the telescope (both in centimeters), date, time, and so forth. Other than
the aperture and focal length, not setting the other information will not have an effect on the
operation of the STV as an autoguider. The STV does save the last aperture and focal length
information that was last entered, so if it has not been used with another telescope then this
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information should be unchanged. The aperture and focal length information is critical for
calibrating the movements of the telescope.
If conditions allow for it, the guider can be focused at this point as well. The only real
requirement here is that the sky is dark enough for stars to be seen. To focus the STV, press the
Focus button and choose a long enough exposure (1- to 2-seconds). Afterward it is just a
standard matter of getting the visible stars to be as small and bright points as possible on the
STV's screen. Once this is accomplished, hit the Interrupt button to stop the camera from taking
exposures.
A.2 Using MaxIm DL
This is a “quick and dirty” guide to using MaxIm DL for both taking images and for some
basic processing. I would say that further details could be gleaned from the manual for MaxIm
DL, but it is not a terribly well written manual. The recommendation therefore, if an observer is
interested in trying other processing features, is to keep separate copies of the original data, and
simply try different features.
The remainder of this guide will assume that the camera has reached its operating
temperature AND stabilized. The camera's cooler will actually greatly overshoot the set point
and then slowly back off the power until the temperature goes above the set point. In other
words, it will oscillate about the set point for several minutes before finally stabilizing.
A.2.1 Focusing the Camera
Focusing the U230 camera begins with switching the highlighted tab of the Camera
Control window from Setup to Exposure as seen in Figure A.3. The Exposure Preset should be
set to “Find Star” and the desired filter should be set with the Filter Wheel drop down. The
Frame Type drop down should be set to “Light.” Beneath the Start and Stop button there are a
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Figure A.3: Screen capture of MaxIm DL showing the Camera Control window open with the Exposure tab
highlighted.
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set of three click boxes that determine the imaging mode of the camera. For the moment this
should be set to “Single.” Also make sure that the “On” click box in the Subframe section of this
window is unchecked. Using the Seconds box, set the exposure length in seconds. For a clear
aperture (no filter) a 1- to 2-second exposure should be fine, even if the telescope is aimed at a
region of sky with stars dimmer than 8th magnitude. Take an image using the Start button.
Once the image downloads, a moderately dim star should be found. I use the term
“moderately dim” because most of the focusing will be done by bringing the stars to as close to
point sources as is possible. Bright stars often do not show any donuts and it is difficult to
determine when they are at their smallest diameter. Really faint stars on the other hand are
simply difficult to see.
Having chosen a star, check the subframe and mouse boxes in the subframe section, and
then use the cursor to draw a box around the star. This will be necessary because a full frame
download of this camera takes between 6- and 8-seconds. With a subframe chosen though, only
that section will be downloaded and displayed, which will greatly speed the process.
Focus for this telescope is adjusted using the RC Optics control software. The adjustment
uses stepper motors on the secondary mirror to shift its position. This does mean that the
adjustments are incremental, so focusing can be tricky. My attempts show that an absolute
perfect focus is nearly impossible. Even after 45-minutes of making fine adjustments I still had
the dimmest stars appearing as donuts in the center of the frame.
After each adjustment of the focus, another image should be taken. More than one image
may need to be taken in fact, as sometimes the system is not equalized after the adjustment when
the focus has been changed. There is also a matter that sometimes it is simply difficult to
determine if an adjustment helped or hurt the focus. Another tool that can be used is found by
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clicking the Options button. When this menu opens up, there is an option to “display large
statistics.” If this is activated, a window showing the minimum and maximum values of the
latest image and the FWHM of the stars will be displayed. When the FWHM is at a minimum,
the system should be focused. This is a better check on the focus than simply looking at the size
of the stars in the image.
A.2.2 Taking Images
Focusing the camera has already required taking images and using subframes of images.
As such, some aspects of taking images have already been covered. Some of these topics may be
mentioned again in the following sections, but this is to cover some points that may have been
skipped in Section A.2.1.
A.2.2.1 Choosing Filters
Filters are chosen using a drop down at the bottom of the Camera 1 column on the
Expose tab of the Camera Control window. If this tab will not drop down, or if it is showing “No
Filters”, then the filter wheel was either not initialized on the connection or some error has
caused it to stop being recognized. If this happens, unfortunately it means that a reconnect will
have to be made, which may require the observer to exit out of MaxIm DL completely. This is
one of the flaws in the program.
A.2.2.2 Single Images
There are three imaging modes that can be used: single, continuous, and autosave. The
buttons for choosing a mode are under the Start and Stop buttons. When the Single option is
chosen, only one image is taken when Start is pressed. This image is not automatically saved,
and it WILL BE OVERWRITTEN when the next image is taken. If saving these images is
desired, they will have to be saved manually.
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One use for single image mode is the above mentioned focusing of the system.
Continuous mode can also be used for this, but continuous mode is notoriously difficult to halt as
the Stop button must be pressed during an exposure. If the exposure is 1-second or less, this is a
hit-or-miss affair, and thus Single mode is the recommended mode for focusing. Furthermore,
focus images need not be saved, so overwriting them should not be an issue.
Single exposure mode is very useful for positioning the telescope and determining
exposure lengths. The mount's pointing of the telescope is quite good, but some centering is
often still needed. Taking a single unsaved image after each adjustment of the position is
advantageous. Similarly, not having to worry about deleting test images is helpful.
A.2.2.3 Sequences of Images (Autosave)
In general the Autosave mode will be what observers use the most. As its name implies,
this mode takes a series of images and automatically saves them. It can actually be used to set
several sequences, but there are some tricks involved with that. These will be discussed below,
but first I will cover the basics of the autosave window.
When the Autosave button is clicked, the setup window opens as shown in Figure A.4.
The window can be a bit daunting to anyone new to the system. There are a great many options
and all of them deal with setting an image sequence, customizing aspects of that sequence, and
even variables dealing with how the sequence is run and saved.
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Figure A.4: Screen capture from MaxIm DL showing the Camera Control window and the Autosave Setup
window open.
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Figure A.5 is a close up of just the Autosave Setup window. An observer should start by
setting a file name. This will be the root name for all the images taken in the sequence.
Generally this should be either something indicating the target, the nature of the observations, or
the type of frames being taken (bias, dark, flat, etc.). A number suffix will be added to this image
name. If the observer does not mind all of the files in their observing run having names such as
“Autosave Image-001” or “CCD Image-001”, then this is not a serious issue.
The next step is to click on the square box labeled “1”. Each of the slots is a separate
sequence that can be setup. Next choose the type of frame (light, dark, flat, bias), filter to be
used for the sequence, exposure length, binning for the CCD, and the number of exposures in the
sequence. The “suffix” option is used if the observer is going to setup more than one sequence
and save them to the same folder. A suffix will need to be used to distinguish between the two
sequences. For instance, if the observer is wanting to perform B and V photometry on the same
target at the same time, both sequences can be setup, and possible suffixes of “B” and “V” used.
For example if B and V photometric observations of variable star VV UMa were being made, the
observer may want to set the autosave file name to “VV_UMa” and set a suffix of “B” for the Bband images and a suffix of “V” for the V-band. The resulting file names that would appear in
the save directory would be “VV_UMa-001B” and “VV_UMA-001V”. The “_” character is
used instead of a space because when these files are transferred to a LINUX computer system
everything after the space will be truncated. This will make the resulting files impossible to use.
It is next required that an observer click “Apply”. No changes made in the Autosave
Setup window will be enacted unless Apply is clicked. Before clicking “Okay” to leave the
Setup window though, click the arrow next to Options. The first option in the new pop-up
window is “Set Image Save Path”. Rather than needing to transfer data files from a default save
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Figure A.5: The Autosave Setup window is where all the options for setting up sequences of images.
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location, the observer can set an image save path to their portable media and have the data
automatically saved there. When setting the save path, the observer may also choose to create
new sub-directories and name them. After setting the save path, again click Apply, then click
Okay and the Setup window closes. Click on Start in the Camera Control window, and the
sequence will begin running.
Going back to the Setup window, some of the complications will now be addressed. To
start with, there are two windows from which time delays can be set into an image sequence.
With one, Delay First, a delay in seconds can be set before the program will start the sequence.
This could be useful for transit observations as the telescope can be setup on target, the
autoguider initiated, and then a delay set to begin taking the sequence of data images a few
minutes before the transit begins. The second box for time delays can be used to set a delay
between images within the sequence. Delays of this sort could be useful for measurement of an
asteroid or comet trajectory and hence orbit.
Unfortunately the other two sets of options are unavailable at this time. If MaxIm DL
were set up to interface with the telescope's mount, it would be possible to have the system dither
the telescope. This could also be done via the autoguider if it is set up and running as a second
camera in MaxIm DL, but I am unfamiliar with how to do this having never gotten it to
successfully setup. This system can also be used to set up the imaging of a mosaic to tile a larger
area than a single image.
The last few details on autosaving a data set using MaxIm DL are found under the options
tab. These details are modifications for how the data is saved. From the Autosave Setup
window, the Options box can be opened. If the observer has used more than one slot in the
autosave window to establish multiple sequences of images, there is an option to set the autosave
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routine to save each slot (sequence) to its own sub-folder automatically. Unfortunately there
does not seem to be a means whereby the subfolders may be named in advance, but having the
slots in a queued sequence automatically going to their own subfolders can be helpful. Other
options allow for scripting of sequences and setting times when new subfolders are opened.
These options are potentially useful, but for most observers are likely to be curiosities.
A.2.2.4 Continuous Imaging Mode
The continuous imaging mode, as its name implies, takes a continuous set of images. It
does not however save any of them. Its primary usefulness is in focusing. A steady set of
images can be produced without needing to manually start each image. Adjustments can be
made to the focus and the results seen with the next download. The sequence of images cannot
be stopped except during the exposure time of the next image. While an image is downloading,
MaxIm goes unresponsive. This can make it difficult to stop this mode if the observer is running
short exposures.
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B. First Three Moments of a Distribution
During the discussion of the statistics of the Apogee Alta U230 camera, reference was
made to statistical measures of the distribution of pixel values. The central moments of such a
distribution describe various aspects of the distribution and its shape. The first three moments
are the mean, variance, and skew, respectively.
The first moment, the mean (or μ) is familiar to most people. In general for a random
vector of discrete values and with probability distribution function f(x), then the mean, or
mathematical expectation, is given by
E  x =[ xf  x ]

17

Since in data analysis we are usually interested in analyzing a set of data as opposed to
generalizing back to a population, we are more familiar with descriptive statistics where the
determination of the mean takes the form
1
=x =
n
where μ and

n

 xi
i=1

x are common representations of mean, n is the number of items in the sample,

and x is an individual value from the sample. With either form the mean is the expectation value
for the distribution. The mean is therefore a measure of central tendency; one of three major
measures. The other major measures of central tendency are the mode, which is simply the value
in the distribution that occurs most frequently, and the median, or midpoint, which is simply the
value that occurs in the middle of the distribution should they be arranged sequentially. In the
case of a Gaussian, or normal, distribution, all three measures of central tendency will have the
same value. Determining more than one of these measures can thus be used as an initial
indication that a distribution may not be Gaussian. It should not be considered definitive as other
17 Roussas, 83.
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forms of symmetric distributions can produce situations were these measures may still have the
same value, but are not Gaussian.
All centered moments after the mean are typically defined from the mean and take the
form
k = E [ x−k ]

18

Again this is the basis from probability theory, and not typically applied to the analysis of a set of
data. Still it does set up the forms that will be seen in the more familiar descriptive statistical
forms.
The second centered moment of a distribution is called the variance. From the definition
the variance is
2=E [ x−2 ]= 2
where σ is the standard deviation. Returning again to the more familiar form from descriptive
statistics
n

1
 =
  x i −2 .
n−1 i=1
2

In the case of a Gaussian distribution, the variance is, qualitatively, a measure of how wide or
narrow the peak of the distribution is. It can therefore give an indication of whether a set of data
values are converging to a single value or if the data are scattered and spread out over a wide
range of values.
The standard deviation, which is simply the square root of the variance, can also be used
as a quantitative measure of the likelihood of a result being due to random events. For any type
of normal distribution, the probability of finding a particular value within Xσ of the mean is
18 Zwillinger, 511.
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shown in Figure B.1. Thus the likelihood of an event governed by random process being more
than 3σ away from the mean value is less than 0.2% - an unlikely event.
Skew is defined in terms of the third central moment and is defined by
1=

3 E [ x−3]
=
3
3

The skew is therefore the third central moment divided by the standard deviation cubed. For a
data set of discrete values the skew can then be calculated by
n

  x i−3

1=

1 i=1
⋅
n−1
3

.

Again qualitatively, the skewness of a distribution describes some part of its asymmetry, in
particular how “tailed” the distribution is. Since it is an odd power of a difference, it can have
have a value that is either positive or negative. A positive value means that the right-hand wing
of the distribution is longer, thicker, or both than the left-hand tail. Figure B.2 shows what this
discussion of tails means in general.
For any normal distribution then, the mean and the median should be equal to each other
and the skew should be zero. A data set with a low variance indicates a narrow distribution with
values that are tightly clustered about the mean. Similarly, if the distribution is not a normal
distribution, then the three measures of central tendency will not be equal, and the skew will then
give an indication of whether the distribution is, essentially, weighted to one side or the other.
All useful information when trying to determine the behavior of a data set.
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Figure B.1: Normal curve - prepared by the NY State Education Department
(http://www.regentsprep.org/Regents/math/algtrig/ATS2/NormalLesson.htm).
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Figure B.2: Image showing the two types of skew and their associated signs. Image found
at: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/cbi/v10r1m0/index.jsp?topic=
%2Fcom.ibm.swg.im.cognos.ug_cr_rptstd.10.1.0.doc
%2Fug_cr_rptstd_id11000id_obj_desc_tables.html

